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ABSTRACT 
 
Sweet sorghum is characterized by high sugar content and high biomass and is of 
growing interest to the biofuel industry.  For sweet sorghum to be successfully used 
for bioenergy production, genetic relationships and diversity within sweet 
sorghums should be better understood, genetic and physiological mechanisms that 
distinguish sweet from non-sweet sorghums need to be characterized, and higher-
yielding sweet sorghum female lines are needed to create sweet hybrids with higher 
sugar yields. Each of these needs is addressed in a separate chapter of this thesis. 
The first chapter describes the characterization of genetic differences among sweet 
sorghum cultivars and diverse landraces of sorghum. Genotyping-by-sequencing 
(GBS) was conducted on more than 700 sorghum lines to generate genome-wide 
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) data and assess population genetic 
differences between groups. The genomic region of highest genetic differentiation 
(FST) between sweet and landrace sorghums contains a sucrose phosphate synthase 
and invertase candidate gene. The second chapter describes the characterization of 
phenotypic variation in sugar yield components in sweet and non-sweet sorghum 
varieties, and the identification of QTL for sugar yield. Phenotyping was performed 
in three environments on 241 diverse genotypes, and a genome-wide association 
study was performed using ~50,000 SNPs.  The Dry midrib (D) locus was identified 
as a large-effect QTL for sugar yield. The third chapter describes the development of 
improved sweet sorghum female lines using phenotypic selection for plant height, 
flowering time, and sugar yield and marker- assisted selection for the rf1 locus, 
which controls pollen sterility in A1 cytoplasm. Selection was performed in the F2, 
F3, and F4 generations of six biparental families derived from crosses between a 
common female (Tx623) and six different sweet cultivars. Sweet female lines with a 
range of maturities were developed; these lines have higher sugar yields than 
Tx623, the female they replace, and are much shorter than the sweet cultivars used 
as male parents. Overall, these advances in sweet sorghum breeding and genetics 
will help secure a role for sweet sorghum in the emerging bioenergy economy. 
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Literature Review 
 
Sorghum is a C4 grass noted for its versatility and improved water-use efficiency 
relative to other grasses (Prasad et al., 2007). Sweet sorghum also produces high amounts 
of soluble sugar in the stalk of the plant (Smith et al., 1987).  Sweet sorghum is cultivated as 
an annual crop, and demonstrates rapid growth rates and wide adaptation to temperate 
climates (Gnansounou et al., 2005; Reddy et al., 2007).  Historically, sweet sorghum was 
used for small-scale US syrup production, but there is growing interest in sweet sorghum 
as a bioenergy crop. In climates where sugarcane is widely grown, a complementary 
sugarcane-sweet sorghum harvesting system could potentially extend existing harvest 
windows for sugar an additional 3-4 months (Burks et al., 2013; Reddy et al., 2005). Sweet 
sorghums are currently being inserted into ethanol production schemes with sugarcane in 
Brazil.  Relative to sugarcane, sweet sorghum sugar yields are slightly to considerably 
lower, and the ultimate success of sweet sorghum will depend on increasing sugar yields to 
be more competitive with those of sugarcane. Relatively little breeding effort has been 
devoted to improving sweet sorghum sugar yields, suggesting that rapid genetic 
improvement may be possible.   
 Sweet sorghum was introduced to the US from China and Africa via French 
merchants during the 1800’s, mainly for use in syrup and forage production (Winberry, 
1980).  The center of sorghum domestication is in central Africa, and the highest levels of 
genetic and phenotypic diversity in both cultivated and wild sorghum are found in this 
region (Doggett, 1970).  During a collecting trip to this area in 1945, Carl O. Grassl obtained 
many sorghum accessions, some of which were donated to a “sweet sorghum world 
germplasm collection” by the USDA- sponsored U.S. Sugar Crops Field Station in Meridian, 
MS.  Many sweet sorghum varieties that exist today were developed from six African 
landraces, MN960, MN1048, MN1054, MN1056, MN1060, and MN1500 (Murray et al., 
2009). Based on pedigree information from modern sweet sorghum varieties, there 
appears to be low diversity within, and high genetic similarity between, sweet sorghum 
lines.  Furthermore, the genetic relationships between sweet sorghums and grain sorghums 
are not fully understood.  All domesticated sorghums are classified into one of five races 
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(caudatum, durra, guinea, kafir, and bicolor) based primarily on the morphology of the 
spikelet, seed, and panicle. Ritter et al. (2007) indicated sweet sorghums are of polyphyletic 
origin and are mainly related to the kafir and caudatum races. 
 Phenotypically, sweet sorghums are tall with high biomass and have juicy stems 
with high concentrations of sugar (Murray et al., 2009). Sucrose concentrations increase 
rapidly after internode elongation stops, and harvest is usually performed 30 days after 
anthesis (Zegada-Lizarazu and Monti, 2012). Genotype by environment interactions have a 
significant effect on sucrose concentration in sorghum (Murray et al., 2009), and the 
biochemical and genetic mechanisms that control sugar production and accumulation in 
sweet sorghum are currently not recognized.  
 
Sweet Sorghum Physiology 
Like sugarcane, sweet sorghum accumulates large amounts of sucrose within stem 
parenchyma cells, but the mechanism of phloem loading of sugars appears to differ 
between the two species. During symplasmic loading, sugars produced in mesophyll cells 
are directly loaded via the plasmodesmata into the sieve element/ companion cell (SE/CC) 
complex.  During apoplastic loading, source cells to release sugar into the apoplast, where it 
is then loaded into the SE/CC complex (Jones, 2013). Tarpley and Vietor (2007) used radio-
labeled C experiments to show that in growing sorghum internodes, sucrose transfer is 
symplasmic , but that within mature ripening internodes, sucrose transfer is apoplastic. 
This contrasts with sugarcane, wherein sucrose transfer within the mature culm is 
symplasmic (Tarpley and Vietor, 2007). Lingle (1987) reported that sweet sorghum sugar 
accumulation is higher after panicle emergence, when internode elongation has ceased, 
presumably because the elongating internodes are a more competitive sink than the 
developing panicle.  Other studies suggest that sweet sorghum and sugarcane have similar 
sucrose storage physiology, with the onset of sucrose accumulation beginning at stem 
elongation (Gutjahr et al., 2013; Hoffmann-Thoma et al., 1996). However, the highest sugar 
yields in sweet sorghum are typically achieved at dough stage of grain filling (Zegada-
Lizarazu and Monti, 2012). 
The role of sugar metabolizing enzymes in sucrose accumulation in sugarcane is 
well established (Sachdeva et al., 2003), but their role in differentiating sweet sorghum 
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from other sorghum types remains controversial (Gutjahr et al., 2013; Hoffmann-Thoma et 
al., 1996; Lingle, 1987; Tarpley et al., 1994). Invertase (EC 3.2.1.26) and sucrose synthase 
(EC 2.4.1.13) activity are correlated with internode elongation in both sugarcane and sweet 
sorghum (Gutjahr et al., 2013; Lingle, 1987; Tarpley et al., 1994). Despite its name, sucrose 
synthase functions primarily in the “reverse” direction to generate glucose and fructose 
from sucrose, and invertase performs a similar function. Both of these enzymes fuel cell 
growth and division and are presumably active in nearly all growing plant tissue. Sucrose 
accumulation in sweet sorghum increases later in development, after the activities of these 
enzymes have declined. Gutjahr et al. (2013) and Hoffmann-Thoma et al.  (1996) suggested 
that a decline in sucrose synthase is crucial for sucrose accumulation.  Sucrose-phosphate 
synthase (EC 2.4.1.14), which catalyzes the synthesis of sucrose-6-phosphate from glucose 
and fructose, was found at low concentrations in studies by Hoffmann-Thoma et al. (1996) 
and Lingle (1987), but Gutjahr et al. (2013) reported it at high concentrations after 
internode elongation was completed. Hoffmann-Thoma et al. (1996) studied sugar 
accumulation and sucrose metabolism in stem parenchyma cells of three sweet sorghum 
varieties (NK405, Keller, and Tracy), and suggested that sugar metabolizing enzymes were 
not involved in sugar import and storage mechanisms, thus emphasizing the need to 
investigate other transport processes.  
Sucrose transporters (SUT proteins) are another class of enzyme that might be 
involved in sucrose accumulation in sweet sorghum.  Sucrose transporters are 
characterized as ATP-dependent transmembrane proteins with a 1:1 proton/sucrose 
transport ratio (Lalonde et al., 2004) that facilitate apoplastic phloem loading of sucrose in 
source leaves and apoplastic unloading into storage sinks (Milne et al., 2013).  The use of an 
apoplastic pathway for sucrose transport in mature sweet sorghum internodes suggests 
that SUTs might play an important role. Milne et al. (2013) demonstrated an active role of 
sucrose transporters SbSUT1, SbSUT4 and SbSUT6 in phloem loading in source leaves, and 
of SbSUT2 and SbSUT5 in sucrose unloading into storage sinks. Braun and Slewinski (2009) 
classified SUTs into 5 different groups based on phylogenetic analysis.  Groups 1 and 5 
contain only monocot SUTs, group 2 contains only dicot SUTs, and groups 3 and 4 contain 
both monocot and dicot SUTs.  Sorghum bicolor SUTs (SbSUTs) are closely related to Zea 
mays (ZmSUTs) and are classified as follows: SbSUT1 and SbSUT3 are Group 1 SUTs, 
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SbSUT4 is a Group 3 SUT, SbSUT2 is characterized as a Group 4 SUT, and SbSUT5 and 
SbSUT6 are characterized as Group 5 SUTs. Sucrose transport in Zmsut1 mutants is greatly 
reduced compared to wild-type plants (Slewinski et al., 2009),  and mutants are shorter, 
with fewer leaves, delayed flowering, and stunted tassel development, most likely a result 
of sucrose failing to reach sink tissues. Milne et al. (2013) determined that SbSUT1, like 
ZmSUT1, is essential for phloem loading in source leaves. 
 Several previous genomic studies have characterized expression differences 
associated with increased sucrose accumulation in sweet sorghum.  Qazi et al. (2012) 
examined the role of sugar metabolizing enzymes and sucrose transporters in both a sweet 
sorghum variety (SSV74) and a grain sorghum variety (SPV1616) within internode tissue 
at vegetative, pre-panicle emergence, and grain filling stages and found that expression of a 
sucrose synthase (SbSUS1), two sucrose phosphate synthases (SbSPS2 and SbSPS3), an 
invertase (SbINV3), and two sucrose transporters (SbSUT1 and SbSUT4) were all lower in 
sweet sorghum compared to grain sorghum. Calviño et al. (2011) conducted deep 
sequencing of small RNAs libraries from the stem tissue at anthesis of a grain sorghum 
variety (BTx623) and a sweet variety (Rio) and identified elevated expression in sweet 
sorghum of both miR169 and miR395, two miRNAs known to have active roles in drought 
stress and sulfur starvation. The miR395/miR395* ratio (ratio between the active guiding 
strand and inactive passenger strand (O’Toole et al., 2006)) was also found to be 6:1 in 
BTx623 compared to 1:1 in Rio. A major limitation of both these studies is that they each 
compared a single genotype of sweet sorghum with a single genotype of grain sorghum. 
 
QTLs for Sugar-related Traits 
Phenotypes that influence sugar yield, namely juice volume and sugar concentration 
(brix), are subject to genotypic, environmental and genotype-by-environment effects and 
are highly quantitative (Ferraris, 1981; Murray et al., 2008; Shiringani et al., 2010). 
Previous linkage mapping studies identified a QTL for brix on chromosome 3 (Felderhoff et 
al., 2012; Murray et al., 2008; Natoli et al., 2002), and smaller effect brix QTLs on 
chromosomes 1 and 2 were detected in one study (Felderhoff et al., 2012). Natoli et al. 
(2002) indicated the chromosome 3 QTL was primarily additive, and Felderhoff et al. 
(2012) suggested that brix is an additive trait.  It was previously assumed that selecting for 
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the chromosome 3 QTL could lead to increased sugar production (Murray et al., 2008), but 
a later study suggested that this QTL co-localized with an undesirable QTL for reduced 
biomass yield (Felderhoff et al., 2012). Due to the additive nature of brix, maximizing sugar 
concentration in sweet sorghum hybrids requires both parents to have high brix 
(Felderhoff et al., 2012), and sweet sorghum females are currently underdeveloped.  
Furthermore, sugar concentration may be approaching a physiological limit of 
approximately 25% in both sweet sorghum and sugarcane (Mangelsdorf 1958, in 
Felderhoff et al., 2012).  This suggests that increasing sugar yields in sweet sorghum will 
depend on increasing plant biomass and juice yields. Similar findings were reported in 
sugarcane (Jackson, 2005). Sorghum QTL for juice yield were reported by (Felderhoff et al., 
2012), but none were significant in multiple environments. 
 Linkage mapping is a powerful tool to detect QTL in biparental populations, but is 
limited by low-resolution. Higher resolution to detect QTL is achieved using an association 
mapping strategy. Association mapping relies upon the structure of linkage disequilibrium 
(non-random association of alleles) across a diverse array of genotypes to infer which 
alleles within a population are correlated with specific phenotypes (Flint-Garcia et al., 
2005).  To our knowledge, two previous association studies have been reported in sweet 
sorghum. A panel of 125 sorghum inbreds, mostly sweet cultivars, was genotyped by 
Murray et al. (2009) using 47 SSR markers and 322 SNP markers and phenotyped for plant 
height and brix. Significant associations were detected on chromosomes 9 and 6 for height 
and on chromosome 1 for brix.  However, this study lacked sufficient genome coverage, and 
the authors suggested that at least 55,000 polymorphic markers should be used for a 
genome-wide association study (GWAS) in sorghum. A similar study conducted by Lv et al. 
(2013) genotyped 51 SSR markers in 119 sorghum genotypes (43 sweet, 76 grain), and 
also found a significant association for brix on chromosome 1, as well as two associations 
for stalk juice weight on chromosome 10.  The Lv et al. (2013) study also emphasized the 
need for more markers.    
 
Breeding 
In the past, sweet sorghum was grown as an inbred cultivar for syrup production.  
However, the extreme height and late maturity of sweet sorghums limited seed production.  
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Hybrid utilization not only provided a more efficient means of producing seeds, but also 
captured heterotic effects associated with many traits (Corn, 2009; Rooney et al., 2007).  
Many sweet sorghum hybrids are produced using the sweetest available grain parents, and 
high parent heterosis for sugar related traits has been observed (Corn, 2009),  but there are 
limitations to using sweet grain-type parents, beginning with their limited availability and 
limited diversity.  Adapting sweet sorghum hybrids to different temperate regions of the 
world will require higher diversity for maturity and disease-related traits. Heterosis in 
sweet sorghum may also be better exploited by increasing the diversity of sweet sorghum 
female lines. 
 Hybrid sorghum breeding programs are successful largely due to the development 
and identification of male sterile and fertility restorer lines (Schertz and Dalton, 1980). 
Hybrid sorghums are developed by utilizing cytoplasmic- nuclear male sterility (CMS), a 
cost-effective method to produce hybrid seed.  CMS impairs pollen development with no 
effect on female fertility (Pring et al., 1995) and has been observed in approximately 150 
plant species (Laser and Lersten, 1972). CMS was first described in sorghum by Stephens 
and Holland (1954) as an interaction between milo/durra (A1) cytoplasm and a kafir 
nuclear background.  Sorghums with CMS in A1 cytoplasm have small pointed anthers and 
normal meiosis, but microspores remain uninucleate and abort (Singh and Hadley, 1961). 
There have been twenty-one additional sources of CMS reported in sorghum (Schertz et al., 
1989), but A1 remains the primary cytoplasm for hybrid seed production . 
 Male fertility is restored by fertility restorer genes (rf) that are encoded in the 
nucleus and block mitochondrial dysfunctions that are phenotypically expressed during 
pollen development (Schnable and Wise, 1998).  Schertz et al., (1989) investigated CMS in 
sorghums and reported fertility restoration varied depending on nuclear backgrounds of 
male and female parents.   Fertility restoration in some sorghum cytoplasms is complex, 
but in A1 cytoplasm just two major loci, rf1 and rf2, have been reported (Klein et al., 2001). 
Both Rf1 and Rf2 alleles exhibit dominant gene action and a dominant allele at each locus is 
necessary for fertility restoration (Maunder and Pickett, 1959). Until 2001, there was no 
molecular information available for the rf loci widely used in sorghum breeding programs.  
Sorghum breeders classified new breeding lines as B (maintainer) or R (restorer) lines by 
test-crossing to a male-sterile A line and scoring the F1 progeny for male fertility.  Klein et 
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al. (2001) used an F2 population derived from crossing BTx623 (rf1) and RTx432 (Rf1) to 
map the rf1 locus to a position 2.4cM from AFLP marker Xtxa2582.  Additional 
microsatellite markers were developed that closely flanked the rf1 locus, making it 
amenable to marker-assisted selection (MAS) during inbred line development. Gao et al. 
(2013) used MAS for the rf1 gene in crosses between maintainer line BTx622 (rf1) and 
sweet sorghum lines BJ-299 and Lunen-2 (both Rf1) in an effort to develop sweet sorghum 
maintainer lines with sweet and juicy stalks. Four A-B line pairs (F5/BC3) with high juice 
and sugar content were generated using MAS.  Further breeding projects involving the rf1 
locus will be required to generate widely-adapted sweet sorghum females lines with a 
range of maturities.  
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Chapter 1: Genetic Diversity in Sweet Sorghum 
Summary 
 
The genetic origin of sweet sorghum was investigated by projecting 75 sweet 
sorghum cultivars onto a PCA plot constructed with 660 diverse sorghum landraces. 
Results showed that most sweet sorghum cultivars are related to kafirs, with a few 
cultivars related to caudatums. Genetic differentiation between sweet and landrace 
sorghums was investigated by calculating FST and haplotype diversity in sliding windows 
across the sorghum genome. Results were compared against a list of 18 candidate genes 
involved in sugar metabolism and sugar transport. Two candidates (SbINV1 and SbSPS2) 
fell within the top 1% of FST intervals, and one candidate (SbINV3) fell within the top 1% of 
haplotype diversity intervals. 
 
Methods 
 
Plant Materials 
Sorghum germplasm (n = 735; 75 sweet cultivars and 660 diverse landraces) was 
obtained from the National Plant Germplasm System (NPGS), Dr. Jeff Pedersen at the 
University of Nebraska, the Mississippi Agricultural and Forestry Experiment Station 
(MAFES) Foundation Seed Stocks, and Dr. Bill Rooney at Texas A&M University (TAMU). 
Lines were classified as sweet cultivars (n=75) if there was evidence they had been bred 
specifically for sugar/syrup production. Such evidence could include breeding/pedigree 
history, ASA registration, and/or GRIN classification as a “cultivar” accompanied by MN 
designation. Most of these sweet cultivars were included in a previous study by Murray et 
al., (2009). Lines classified as diverse landraces (n=660) were all exotic progenitors of the 
sorghum conversion (SC) lines, which were selected to represent most of sorghum 
phenotypic diversity and have been genotyped previously (Thurber et al., 2013). 
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Genotyping-by-sequencing 
Genomic DNA was extracted from etiolated seedlings 3 days after germination using 
a revised CTAB protocol (Mace et al., 2003) and quantified using Pico-Green (Invitrogen, 
NY, USA). As described in Thurber et al. (2013), libraries were prepared using a protocol 
modified from Poland et al. (2012).  Approximately 250ng of genomic DNA was double 
digested with either PstI-HF and BfaI or PstI-HF and HinP1I for 2h at 37ºC with additional 
heat inactivation for 20 min at 80ºC.  Two adapters (A1 and A2) were ligated to digested 
DNA using T4 ligase with 1mM rATP and ligation reactions were held at 25ºC for 2h 
followed by heat inactivation for 65ºC at 20 min. The A1 adapter contains the sequence of 
the Illumina forward sequencing primer, one of 384 unique barcodes, and the PstI 
overhang.  The Illumina reverse sequencing primer and the overhang for BfaI or HinP1I is 
included within the A2 adapter. A list of adapters is provided in Thurber et al. (2013).  
Barcoded DNA from 96 individual restriction-ligation reactions was pooled and cleaned 
using a 2:1 ratio of AmpureXP Beads (Beckman Coulter, CA, USA) to DNA solution and a 
Magnetic Particle Concentrator (Invitrogen, NY, USA) followed by two washes in 95% 
ethanol and resuspension in elution buffer (EB; 10mM Tris). Amplification of DNA pools 
utilized Illumina primers in a 2X PhusionHF Master Mix (New England Bio-labs, MA, USA) 
with the following thermocycler conditions: 98°C 30 s, 15 cycles (98°C 10 s, 68°C 30 s, 72°C 
30 s), 72°C 5 min. Samples were tested for the presence of a genomic smear on a 1% 
agarose gel and cleaned a second time with AMPure beads. An Agilent Bioanalyzer 2100 
and Agilent DNA7500 Kit (Agilent Technologies Inc., CA, USA) were used to determine the 
average size, concentration, and molarity of each library. Separately digested samples were 
combined in equimolar concentrations and diluted to 10nM in library buffer (EB + 0.05% 
Tween-20). Single-end sequencing was performed using the Illumina HiSeq2000 at the 
W.M. Keck Center at the University of Illinois following a qPCR assay to adjust final 
concentrations. 
 
GBS Bioinformatics and imputation 
SNP calling from raw Illumina fastq files was performed using the GBS pipeline 
implemented in TASSEL 3.0 (Glaubitz et al., 2014). Tags (64 bp sequences) present at least 
10 times in the dataset were aligned to version 2 of the sorghum genome 
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(www.phytozome.net) using bowtie2 (Langmead and Salzberg, 2012) with alignment 
settings set to “sensitive”.  SNP filtering was performed based on the proportion of 
heterozygous genotypes (-mnF 0.9), the minimum taxon coverage (-mnTCov 0.05) and the 
minimum site coverage (-mnSCov 0.05). Missing data were imputed in Beagle4 (Browning 
and Browning, 2007) using a window size of 500 SNPs and an overlap of 100 SNPs. 
 
Genetic analysis 
PCA was conducted in 660 diverse exotic lines of sorghum using 47,980 markers 
with minor allele frequencies greater than 10%. Each marker was centered and scaled to 
have a mean of 0 and a standard deviation of 1, and the prcomp() function in R was applied.  
Projection of 75 sweet sorghum cultivars onto the PCA plot was achieved by matrix 
multiplying the centered, scaled genotype data for sweet lines with marker loadings from 
the PCA analysis using the 660 diverse genotypes. Racial designations for diverse sorghum 
lines were derived as described in Thurber et al., (2013) 
FST was calculated as (HT-HS)/HT, where HT is the heterozygosity across the entire 
population (sweets and non-sweets), and HS is the average of the heterozygosities within 
each sub-population, weighted by sample size. Heterozygosity refers not to the incidence of 
heterozygous genotypes in the population, but is calculated as (1-Σxi2), where xi is the 
frequency of the ith allele. 
Haplotype diversity was calculated separately for sweets and non-sweets as (1-
Σxi2)*(n/n-1), where xi is the frequency of the ith haplotype and n is the sample size of each 
group. A window size of 50 SNPs and a walk speed of 25 SNPs was used for both the 
haplotype diversity analysis and for averaging FST results for individual SNPs over sliding 
windows.  
 
Candidate genes 
Eighteen sorghum genes involved in sucrose metabolism and sucrose transport 
previously selected by Qazi et al., (2012) were mapped to version 2 of the sorghum 
reference genome. 
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Results and Discussion 
 
Racial origin of sweet sorghum cultivars 
The genetic origin of sweet sorghum is not clear. Projecting sweet sorghums (n=75) 
onto principal components calculated using diverse landraces (n=660) allowed the genetic 
ancestry of sweet sorghums to be inferred. This analysis clearly shows that most sweet 
sorghum cultivars are most closely related to landraces of the kafir racial group, which 
predominates in southern Africa. Many kafirs contain a distinctive allele of Ma1, the major 
photoperiod-sensitivity locus in sorghum, that appears to confer partial loss-of-function, as 
it delays flowering for 10-14 days relative to homozygotes for the complete loss-of-function 
allele carried by most grain sorghums (Higgins et al., 2014). Partial loss of Ma1 function 
may benefit sugar production. Sweet sorghum yields are maximized by delaying flowering, 
but a fully intact photoperiod-sensitivity response might prevent sugar accumulation at 
temperate latitudes. The recessive green midrib allele at the D locus, which anecdotally 
confers juicier stalks, also reaches its highest frequency in kafirs. 
 Several sweet sorghum cultivars are most similar to landraces of the caudatum 
racial group, which is found predominantly in northeast and east-central Africa. Notable in 
this group are Grassl, a recently-developed high-yielding cultivar, and one of its progeny, 
Top76-6, a high yielding cultivar in several sweet sorghum trials (Burks et al., 2013). 
Finally, a number of sweet sorghum cultivars including Wray, Keller, and Brandes defy easy 
categorization into one of the major racial groups. Instead they remain fairly close to the 
origin (0) along the first three principal components, likely indicating that they are of 
mixed genetic origin due to breeding. 
 These results support Ritter et al. (2007), who suggested that sweet sorghums are 
polyphyletic and derived from both kafirs and caudatums. Guineas  
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Figure 1.1. Projection of sweet sorghum cultivars (n=75) onto PCA plots 
constructed using diverse sorghum landraces (n=660). A. PC1 versus 
PC2. B. PC1 versus PC3. Axes are labeled with the percent genetic 
variance explained by each principal component.  
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(from West Africa) and durras (from arid regions of northeast Africa and Asia) are 
essentially devoid of sweet sorghum cultivars. Whether this is because these races contain 
alleles that make them unsuitable for sugar production, or simply due to historical 
accident, should be examined further.  The finding that both kafirs and caudatums gave rise 
to elite sweet sorghum cultivars could potentially be exploited for the creation of heterotic 
groups in sweet sorghum. 
 
Genetic differentiation of sweet sorghum 
Generation of the first comprehensive, genome-wide SNP dataset for sweet 
sorghums allowed their genetic “distinctiveness” –their degree of genetic differentiation 
from diverse landraces—to be quantified across the genome. Specifically, FST was 
calculated or individual SNPs and then averaged in sliding windows. An FST value of 0 
indicates that a SNP allele has equal frequencies in landraces and sweet sorghum cultivars, 
while an FST of 1 indicates that sweets and landraces are fixed for alternate alleles at a SNP. 
The difference in haplotype diversity between these two groups was also calculated using 
identical sliding windows. Haplotype diversity takes into account the number and 
frequency of haplotypes within a window, and is affected by both demography and 
selection, with younger, less diverse, and highly-selected groups exhibiting lower 
haplotype diversity. Since demography is expected to affect all regions of the genome 
approximately equally, regions of low haplotype diversity might represent targets of 
selection.  
As a positive control, we used the D locus, which conditions the difference between 
juicy green midribs (dd) and dry white midribs (D-) and maps to ~52 Mb on chromosome 6 
(see Chapter 2). Most sweet sorghums have green midribs, and cultivars with green 
midribs are apparently juicier than those with white midribs, suggesting that the D locus 
has been the target of selection and genetic differentiation between sweets and non-
sweets. Accordingly, the genomic region encompassing the D locus displays both elevated 
FST between sweet and landrace sorghum lines (Fig 1.2) and a reduction in haplotype 
diversity in sweets relative to landraces (Fig 1.3). However, the D locus is not among the 
top 5 regions genome-wide for either elevated FST or reduced haplotype diversity relative 
to landraces. 
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Qazi et al (2012) compiled a list of candidate genes for the genetic control of sugar 
accumulation in sweet sorghum. This list of eighteen candidates included genes involved in 
both sucrose metabolism and transport: four invertases, three sucrose synthases, five 
sucrose phosphate synthases, and six sucrose transporters. Two of these eighteen 
candidate genes fell within the top 1% of FST intervals: the cell wall invertase SbINV1 (chr1; 
7.61 Mb), and the sucrose phosphate synthase SbSPS2 (chr4; 5.59 Mb). The SbSPS2 
transcript was earlier reported to show reduced accumulation in vegetative and anthesis-
stage internodes in sweet sorghum compared to grain sorghum, while SbINV1 showed no 
obvious differences in expression (Qazi et al 2012). A single candidate gene fell within the 
top 1% of haplotype diversity intervals: the vacuolar invertase SbINV3 (chr4; 0.43 Mb). 
 To empirically determine whether our high-FST and low haplotype diversity 
intervals were significantly enriched for genes involved in sugar metabolism and sugar 
transport, we randomly permuted gene models versus gene locations in the sorghum 
genome 100,000 times and found that 3/18 “candidates” (randomly-selected gene models) 
localized within our combined set of 36 intervals (the top 1% of FST intervals and the 
bottom 1% of haplotype diversity intervals) just once out of 100,000 permutations. 
Therefore, this degree of enrichment for sugar metabolism/transport genes is extremely 
unlikely due to chance alone. 
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Figure 1.2. Genetic differentiation (FST) between sweet cultivars (n=75) and 
diverse sorghum landraces (n=660). FST values for individual SNPs are 
averaged in sliding windows (window size = 100 SNPs; walk speed = 50 SNPs) 
across the sorghum genome. The location of the D locus (positive control) is 
shown as a vertical gray line. Candidate genes are shown as colored dots, and 
the two candidates that fall within the top 1% of FST windows (SbINV1 and 
SbSPS2) are shown as vertical colored lines. 
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Figure 1.3. Differences in haplotype diversity between sweet sorghum cultivars 
(n=75) and diverse sorghum landraces. Haplotype diversity was calculated 
across sliding windows (window size = 100 SNPs; walk speed = 50 SNPs). 
Negative values signify reduced diversity in sweets relative to non-sweets, and 
indicate possible selection. The location of the D locus (positive control) is 
shown as a vertical gray line. Candidate genes are shown as colored dots, and 
the candidate that falls within the top 1% of haplotype diversity windows 
(SbINV3) is shown as a vertical blue line. 
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Table 1.1. Candidate genes involved in sugar metabolism and transport. 
Gene Chr Mb Notes Result 
SbINV1 1 7.61 Cell wall invertase 
FST top 1% 
SbSUT3 1 28.16 (Group 1) 
 
SbSUS1 1 59.45 
  
SbSUT1 1 68.70 Source loading (Group 1) 
 
SbSPS1 3 71.13 
  
SbINV2 3 73.99 Cell wall invertase 
 
SbINV3 4 0.43 Vacuolar invertase Hap. div. top 1% 
SbSPS2 4 5.59  FST top 1% 
SbSUT5 4 53.50 Sink unloading (Group 5)  
SbSUT2 4 67.47 Sink unloading (Group 4)  
SbSUS2 4 67.75   
SbSPS3 5 12.95   
SbINV4 6 60.21 Cell wall invertase  
SbSUT6 7 63.06 Source loading (Group 5) 
 
SbSUT4 8 55.33 Source loading (Group 3)  
SbSPS4 9 57.28   
SbSPS5 10 54.48   
SbSUS3 10 60.83   
 
 The significant enrichment of sugar metabolism genes in genomic regions of high FST 
and low haplotype diversity suggests that these genes may be involved in sugar hyper-
accumulation in sweet sorghum. A sucrose phosphate synthase gene (SbSPS2) lies within 
100-SNP interval with the second highest mean FST genome-wide (Fig 1.2) in our study. 
Sucrose phosphate synthase is the plant enzyme that, more than any other, drives sucrose 
synthesis (Huber and Huber, 1996) and is known to be regulated by light and sucrose 
concentration through reversible phosphorylation. Our results suggest that the sequence 
variation, expression patterns, light/sucrose regulation and phosphorylation of SbSPS2 
should be examined more closely in sweet and non-sweet sorghum cultivars. Separate 
invertase genes also fall within the top 1% of FST and the bottom 1% of  haplotype 
diversity intervals in our study (SbINV1 and SbINV3 respectively). Invertases play a crucial 
role in establishing sink strength and sugar accumulation in developing seeds, fruits, and 
nectaries (Sturm, 1999). In maize, loss of function in the endosperm-specific invertase 
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miniature1 (mn1) leads to kernels with only ~20% the weight of wild-type kernels. SbINV1 
is not strictly orthologous to maize mn1, but it is one of three sorghum invertase 
transcripts most similar to the maize mn1 transcript. Future work should examine the 
localization and magnitude of sorghum invertase expression, particularly that of SbINV1 
and SbINV3, in sweet and non-sweet sorghum cultivars. We hypothesize that sugar hyper-
accumulation in sweet sorghum could be driven in part by reduced expression or function 
of invertases in the endosperm, similar to maize mn1 mutants, and/or increased expression 
or function of invertases in stem parenchyma cells. In other words, both decreasing the 
sink strength of seeds and increasing the sink strength of the stem could potentially give 
rise to the sweet sorghum phenotype. 
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Chapter 2: Association Mapping for Sugar Related Traits 
Summary 
 
 An association mapping study was conducted on a diverse group of sorghum 
genotypes to map QTL for sugar yield-related traits.  Phenotypically, the most 
dramatic difference between sweet and non-sweet sorghum lines was for midrib 
color. The recessive green midrib allele, found in most sweet lines and a few non-
sweet lines was correlated with higher sugar, juice, and biomass yields.  Sugar yield 
was more highly correlated with juice yield and total plant biomass than with brix.  
Genome-wide association identified major QTL for midrib color and sugar yield on 
chromosome 6 at ~51.8 Mb, a genomic region previously reported to contain the 
Dry midrib (D) locus.  However, the midrib color phenotype itself was highly more 
predictive of sugar yield than any of the significant SNPs in this region. This suggests 
that either more SNPs are needed to tag the midrib color QTL, or that multiple 
mutations affect midrib color in sorghum.  
 
Methods 
 
Plant Materials 
An association panel (n=252) was assembled to study the genetic basis of 
sugar accumulation in sorghum (Table A.1).  This panel included eighty sweet 
sorghum cultivars from a previous sweet sorghum association study by Murray et 
al. (2009), sixty landraces from a study by Wang et al., (2009), and 112 diverse 
landraces selected from the exotic progenitors of the sorghum conversion program 
[EP lines;(Thurber et al., 2013)] on the basis of height and maturity. Sorghum 
germplasm was obtained from the National Plant Germplasm System (NPGS). 
Photoperiod insensitive varieties were self-pollinated and increased during the 
2012 summer at the University of Illinois Energy Farm in Urbana, Illinois.  
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Photoperiod sensitive varieties were self-pollinated and increased in Puerto 
Vallarta, Mexico during the winter of 2011-2012.  
 
SNP Library Construction and Genotyping 
Genomic DNA extraction, SNP library construction, and SNP calling from raw 
Illumina data were performed exactly as described in Chapter 1. 
 
Experimental Design and Agronomic Practices 
During the summer of 2012 a preliminary investigation was conducted on 
174 inbreds to assess height and maturity and to test phenotyping equipment.  
Experimental varieties were planted in a randomized complete block design with 
26’ plots and two replications. Experimental data was collected from 252 inbreds in 
Urbana, IL in 2013 and 2014 and in Dixon Springs, IL in 2013 only. In order to adjust 
for maturity differences, genotypes were arranged in a group balanced block design. 
The genotypes were nested and randomized within their appropriate maturity 
group, and each maturity group was replicated twice with randomization of planting 
order of specific maturity groups within each replicate. To eliminate border effects 
associated with neighboring plants of varying maturities, a two-row border 
separated each maturity block.  Single 15’ rows with 30 inch row spacing were used. 
Plant populations for all 3 years (2012-2014) were adjusted to 50,000 plants per 
acre. 
 Plants were rain-fed in 2013 and 2014. During the 2012 summer in Urbana, 
an irrigation reel (Ag-Rain ST5-D) was utilized twice to avoid drought stress.  
Nitrogen fertilizer was applied as UAN 28% at a rate of 100lbs N/acre preplant for 
both summers in Urbana and 90lbs N/acre was side dressed in the form of UAN 
32% for the 2013 summer in Dixon Springs. In addition, 195lbs P2O5/acre and 
225lbs K2O/acre of MAP 11-52-0 (Monoammonium phosphate) and KCL 0-0-60 
(Potassium chloride), respectively, were applied during 2013 in Urbana.  In Dixon 
Springs 115lbs P2O5 /acre and 180lbs K2O/acre of DAP 18-46-0 (Diammonium 
phosophate) and KCL 0-0-60, respectively, were applied during 2013.  Phosphorus 
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and potassium application rates are calculated for two years of uptake at both 
Urbana and Dixon Springs locations.  
 
Phenotyping 
Basic phenotypic measurements followed guidelines of Burks et al. (2013) 
and Felderhoff et al. (2012). Days to anthesis was recorded for each plot when 50% 
of individuals were shedding pollen, and this date was used in 2012 to assign entries 
to maturity groups and in 2013-2014 to schedule a harvest for each entry. Typically, 
sweet sorghum is harvested 30 days after anthesis to obtain optimal sugar yields. 
Midrib color was scored at anthesis in one replicate in Urbana in 2013 and in both 
Urbana replicates in 2014, for the presence of a green (0), intermediate (1), or white 
(2) midrib by examining the flag leaf, and midrib scores were averaged across the 
three replications. Before harvest, plant height was measured in cm as the distance 
between the ground and the top of the panicle.  At harvest, a 1 m section of row was 
cut just above the soil surface and total plot weight was measured (kg).  The 
panicles were then removed, plot vegetative weight was measured (kg), and stalks 
were processed in a three-roller sugar cane mill.  In 2012, a mini sugarcane juicer 
(SC-3 Sugarcane Juicer, Mulligan Associates Inc.) was used, but due to its small size 
only two stalks could be processed at once. In 2013, a larger sugarcane mill was 
acquired that allowed all plants from a 1 m section of row to be processed at once 
(SCM-APL-3C, Edwards Engineering).   Juice on a per area basis (Juice*area-1) was 
measured (mL) for the entire meter of row, and the concentration of soluble solids 
within the juice (Brix) was measured in degrees brix using a digital refractometer 
(Atago Pocket Refractometer PAL-1).  A bagasse sample was collected and weighed 
(g), then dried in a forced air convection oven 60 ºC for three days and reweighed. 
Additional traits were calculated using measurements recorded in the field and are 
listed in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1. Phenotypes measured in diversity panel. 
Trait Units Description Calculation 
Midrib  Midrib color  
Brix % % Soluble solids  
Wet Wt. kg 
Total plot 
vegetative 
weight 
 
Dry Wt. kg 
Total plot dry 
weight 
(Wet Wt. kg - Juice*area-1mL)  
* (Bagasse dry wt. kg /Bagasse wet 
wt. kg) 
Moisture % 
Total plot 
moisture 
(Wet Wt. kg- Dry Wt. kg) / Wet Wt. kg 
Sugar*area-1 g/m2 
Sugar yield per 
meter 
(Brix % * Juice*area-1mL) / 100 
Sugar*weight-1 g/kg 
Sugar yield per 
kilogram 
(Sugar*area-1 grams / Wet Wt. kg) 
Juice*area-1 mL/m2 
Juice yield per 
meter 
 
Juice*weight-1 mL/kg 
Juice yield per 
kilogram 
(Juice*area-1mL / Wet Wt. kg) 
Height cm 
Distance from 
ground to 
panicle 
 
Grain H.I. % 
Harvest index 
for grain 
(Panicle wt. kg / total plot wt. kg)  
* 100 
Anthesis days 
50% plants 
flowering 
 
 
Statistical Analysis and Association Mapping 
For the 2012 Urbana location, an individual environmental analysis was 
conducted using the model Y = mean + rep + inbred + error. Both rep and inbred were 
considered random variables.  Data generated from the 2012 location were only 
used to construct a correlation matrix and calculate repeatability for each trait. No 
marker-trait association analysis was conducted using the 2012 data. 
For the 2013 and 2014 locations, individual environmental analyses were 
conducted using the model Y = mean + rep + maturity group + HAI + Inb(maturity 
group) + error.  Covariate HAI, or harvest to anthesis interval, was used to adjust for 
environmental effects associated with sugar yield traits.  Variable maturity group 
was considered fixed, whereas all other variables were considered random.  The 
2013 and 2014 locations were combined using the model Y = mean + location + rep 
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(location) + maturity group + location X maturity group + maturity group X 
rep(location) + Inb(maturity group) + location X Inb(maturity group) + HAI + error.  
Variables location and maturity group were considered fixed, whereas all other 
variables were considered random.  Best linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) were 
calculated both for the three individual locations in 2013-2014 and for all three 
locations combined, and used for association mapping.  Broad-sense heritability 
(H2) calculations were devised using variances for genotype (G), genotype by 
location (GxE), and error in the following formula: H2= (VG/(VG+(VGxE/3 
locations)+(Error/6 reps)).    Mixed model analysis was performed using SAS 9.4 
(SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC).   
The GAPIT package in R (Lipka et al., 2012) was used to conduct all marker-
trait associations using the arguments group.from=nrow(myY)  and 
group.to=nrow(myY) to run a mixed linear model (MLM) rather than the default  
compressed mixed linear model (CMLM). The SNP dataset was pruned to remove 
redundant SNPs, defined as SNPs with identical genotypes that lay within 64 bp of 
each other, and SNPS with minor allele frequencies <5%, resulting in a final dataset 
of 51,654 SNPs across the entire association panel (n=241) and a dataset of 45,830 
SNPs in the green midrib lines (n=119). 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
2012 Preliminary Phenotypic Assessments 
In 2012, genotypes were arranged in a randomized complete block design 
and were at risk of significant neighbor effects due to differences in the height and 
maturity of the germplasm.  In addition harvesting operations were complicated 
because entries of a given maturity were scattered through the field.  These issues 
were addressed in 2013 and 2014 using a group balanced block design.  Group 
balanced block designs are well suited for variety trials in which the varieties with 
similar morphological characteristics are grouped together (Gomez and Gomez, 
1984).  In this study, genotypes were grouped by maturity (which is correlated with 
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height) to minimize competition effects and facilitate harvesting operation. Analysis 
of phenotypic data from 2012 revealed the limitations of the small, single-plant 
sugarcane mill for conducting large-scale investigations of sugar yield.  These 
limitations are best understood by comparing repeatability estimates for Wet Wt. 
and correlations between Wet Wt. and sugar related traits across locations (Table 
2.2).  The repeatability of Wet Wt. measurements between replicates within a 
location was improved by use of a larger sugarcane mill in 2013, because a larger, 
more representative sample of stalks could be processed. No data from 2012 were 
used for further analysis. 
 
Table 2.2. Repeatability of Wet Wt. and its correlations with yield traits in 
each location. 
Location 
Wet Wt. 
repeatability 
Correlations (r) with Wet Wt. 
Sugar*area-1 Juice*area-1 Brix 
2012EF 15.8% 0.42 0.41 0.35 
2013EF 71.4% 0.79 0.77 0.52 
2013DS 69.2% 0.82 0.82 0.39 
2014EF 80.3% 0.88 0.88 0.54 
 
Phenotypic Analysis 
In order to obtain optimal yields, sweet sorghum should be harvested around 
the dough stage of grain filling (Zegada-Lizarazu and Monti, 2012).  For the 
purposes of this study, we tried to consistently harvest genotypes at or near 30 days 
after anthesis. For two of the environments, 13EF and 14EF, the average harvest to 
anthesis interval (HAI) was very close to 30 days, however the average HAI for the 
13DS location was higher at 41 days due to travel and weather difficulties (Figure 
2.1). To correct for any bias in harvest timing, HAI was used as a random-effect 
covariate in the statistical analysis for creating BLUPs.  Furthermore, the Dixon 
Springs location was not used in 2014 due to harvest timing issues in 2013.   
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Table 2.3 provides broad-sense heritability estimates (H2) across all 
environments for all quantitative traits.  Broad-sense heritability estimates the 
proportion of phenotypic variation due to genetic (additive, dominant, and 
epistatic) effects (Fehr et al., 1987).  In all cases, broad-sense heritability estimates 
were above 80%, suggesting that most of the phenotypic variation was due to 
genotypic effects.  In a study by Murray et al. (2008) of a RIL population created 
from a cross between a sweet and grain line, broad-sense heritability estimates for 
similar traits were lower.  This might be because this study used a diverse 
association panel rather than a biparental population. 
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Figure 2.1. Boxplots showing distribution of harvest-anthesis interval (HAI) values 
by location. The horizontal red dashed line shows the HAI target value of 30 days. 
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Table 2.3. Covariance parameter and broad-sense heritability estimates for combined location phenotypes. 
Estimates 
Brix 
 
Wet  
Wt. 
Dry 
Wt. 
Moisture 
 
Sugar* 
area-1 
Sugar* 
weight-1 
Juice* 
area-1 
Juice* 
wt-1 
Height 
 
Grain 
H.I. 
Anthesis 
 
% kg kg % g/m2 g/kg mL/m2 mL/kg cm % days 
Inb (Mat) 5.79 1.452 0.09817 0.003048 43378523 847473 231144 4994.47 2850.57 23.5631 44.2618 
Loc * Inb (Mat) 1.2086 0.05016 0.005089 0.000254 10882514 227395 51350 1242.63 140.01 4.1658 7.9921 
Residual 3.1626 1.0204 0.08195 0.000934 18897277 406032 112356 2376.59 625.84 9.6361 3.8081 
H2 86.2% 88.6% 86.5% 92.7% 86.5% 85.5% 86.6% 86.0% 95.0% 88.7% 93.1% 
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Performance of sweet cultivars and PREs 
Phenotypes were compared between sweet cultivars, which had prior 
breeding for higher sugar yields, and diverse landraces, which did not (Figure 2.2). 
Some of the diverse landraces had high sugar yields. There were no significant 
differences between groups for plant height and days to anthesis, indicating that 
yield differences between genotypes were not confounded with height or maturity 
variation.  All other phenotypes were significantly (α < 0.05) different between 
sweet cultivars and landraces, with the exception of Dry Wt. and Brix. The t-test for 
Brix had a p-value of less than 0.05 but was no longer significant after a Bonferonni 
correction for multiple testing. The most dramatic difference between groups was 
midrib color: almost all sweet cultivars had a green midrib, whereas most diverse 
landraces had a white midrib. Sweet cultivars had higher moisture content, higher 
wet weight, and more juice and sugar per kilogram of stalk than the landrace 
genotypes. Sweet cultivars also had higher juice and sugar yields on a per area basis 
(Juice*area-1 and Sugar*area-1).  
Sweet cultivars also had lower values for Grain H.I. (the proportion of total 
wet weight accounted for by the panicle) which might reflect several possible 
phenotypic differences.  First, sweet cultivars might have lower grain yields than 
diverse landraces, perhaps due to differences in sink strength such that sugar does 
not translocate as efficiently to the developing grain. In addition, Grain H.I. values in 
sweet cultivars may be lower because vegetative tissues have higher moisture. , 
Because grain from the developing panicle was not threshed and dried in this study, 
we cannot conclusively state that grain yields in sweet cultivars are lower. Follow-
up studies should examine the relative sink strength between the culm and the grain 
in sweet and non-sweet sorghum varieties.
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Figure 2.2. Phenotypic comparisons between diverse landraces and sweet 
cultivars. Phenotypes that differ significantly (α < 0.05) are highlighted in red. 
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Phenotypic correlations 
Pearson correlations between BLUPs were calculated for two groups of lines: 
all genotypes in the panel (AG; n=241; Table 2.4), and green mid-rib lines only (GM; 
n=119; Table 2.5). Significance of correlations was determined using α=0.05. A 
separate correlation analysis was conducted within green midrib lines because so 
many traits were highly correlated with midrib color in the AG group: Wet Wt., 
Moisture, Sugar*area-1 (yield), Sugar*weight-1, Juice*area-1, and Juice*weight-1.   
Total sugar yield (Sugar*area-1) was most highly correlated with Juice*area-1 
and Wet Wt. across both groups with r = 0.94 and 0.88 respectively in the AG group 
and r = 0.91 and 0.89 respectively in the GM group. Brix, another yield component, 
was positively correlated with Sugar*area-1 at r = 0.82 in the GM group and at r = 
0.59 in the AG group.  Based on this evidence, sweet sorghum breeding programs 
should focus most on selecting for high juice yields and biomass, especially when 
incorporating more diverse germplasm into breeding schemes.  Similar findings 
were also reported in sugarcane (Jackson, 2005). Brix is clearly not the best 
predictor for sugar yield in sorghum diversity panels because juice volume 
(Juice*wt-1) is so variable.  Brix has a higher correlation with yield in the GM group, 
which is much more similar to a sweet sorghum breeding population.  However, 
selection for brix alone (ie: without measuring juice volume on whole plants or 
plots) cannot be recommended because Brix is dependent on the overall water 
status of the plant. Brix in sweet sorghums may also be approaching a physiological 
limit of 25% of the fresh weight (Mandelsdorf 1958 in, Felderhoff et al., 2012; 
Jackson, 2005; Murray et al., 2008).  
 Height was positively correlated with Sugar*area-1 in AG and GM groups with 
r = 0.37 and 0.69, respectively.  Height is probably less predictive of yield in the 
diverse AG group because of greater variation in juice volume compared to the GM 
group. Interestingly, height was highly and positively correlated with brix in both 
correlation groups.  This result is most surprising for the AG group because height 
has low correlations with other sugar-related traits.  Height was also negatively 
correlated with Moisture in both groups, suggesting that taller plants have drier, 
pithier stalks. Moisture was positively correlated with juice and sugar yields in the 
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AG group, but was negatively correlated with sugar yield traits and not correlated 
with Juice*area-1 in the GM group. This suggests that high moisture is predictive of 
high yield only in populations where midrib color is segregating.  
 Sugar yields can be improved by using later maturing and more photoperiod 
sensitive sorghums (Burks et al., 2013).  Only low to moderate correlations were 
observed between maturity and sugar yield in the AG (r=0.33) and GM (r=0.49) 
groups. This result is not surprising for the AG group, in which many of the later 
maturing sorghums had the dry stalk phenotype.  However, we expected a higher 
correlation with sugar in the GM group because later maturing sorghums have a 
longer growing season. Several reasons might account for this finding. First, sweet 
sorghum cultivars have earlier average maturities than exotic sorghum accessions 
in the GM group.  Second, the growing season in Illinois may be too short to provide 
a significant advantage for later maturing sorghums. 
Negative correlations were observed between Grain H.I. and all sugar-related 
traits within both AG and GM groups.  In the GM group, significant negative 
correlations are observed between Grain H.I. and sugar-related traits (Brix, 
Sugar*area-1, Wet Wt., and Juice*area-1). Previous studies have reported that the 
developing grain is not a significant sink (Lingle, 1987) and that sinks function 
independently of each other with minimal competition (Murray et al., 2008).  In 
contrast, our results suggest that there is a tradeoff between the amount of carbon 
devoted to starch in the developing grain and sugars stored in the culm. One 
limitation of the current study is that the grain used to measure Grain H.I. was not 
dried.  However, the high negative correlation observed between Brix and Grain H.I. 
strongly suggests that there is sink competition.
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Table 2.4. Correlation (r) matrix for traits across all genotypes. 
  
Midrib 
 
Brix 
 
Wet 
 Wt. 
Dry 
 Wt. 
Moisture 
 
Sugar* 
area-1 
Sugar* 
weight-1  
Juice* 
area-1 
Juice* 
wt-1 
Height 
 
Grain  
H.I. 
Maturity 
 
Midrib 1.00   
          Brix -0.09NS 1.00 
          Wet Wt. -0.52 0.56 1.00 
         Dry Wt. 0.01NS 0.73 0.75 1.00 
        Moisture -0.75 -0.26 0.33 -0.34 1.00 
       Sugar*area-1 -0.62 0.59 0.88 0.51 0.45 1.00 
      Sugar*weight-1  -0.68 0.56 0.76 0.35 0.54 0.94 1.00 
     Juice*area-1 -0.75 0.34 0.85 0.35 0.66 0.94 0.91 1.00 
    Juice*wt-1 -0.81 0.10NS 0.61 0.03NS 0.82 0.75 0.85 0.90 1.00 
   Height 0.04NS 0.75 0.51 0.76 -0.41 0.37 0.28 0.19 -0.07NS 1.00 
  Grain H.I. 0.61 -0.50 -0.63 -0.34 -0.44 -0.65 -0.70 -0.64 -0.61 -0.40 1.00 
 Maturity -0.04NS 0.54 0.47 0.59 -0.15 0.33 0.22 0.19 -0.03NS 0.56 -0.44 1.00 
NS Not significant interaction at the 0.05 level. 
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Table 2.5. Correlation (r) matrix for traits across green-midrib genotypes. 
  
Brix 
 
Wet  
Wt. 
Dry 
 Wt. 
Moisture 
 
Sugar* 
area-1 
Sugar* 
weight-1  
Juice* 
area-1 
Juice* 
wt-1 
Height 
 
Grain 
 H.I. 
Maturity 
 
Brix 1.00 
          Wet Wt. 0.66 1.00 
         Dry Wt. 0.72 0.91 1.00 
        Moisture -0.52 -0.25 -0.59 1.00 
       Sugar*area-1 0.82 0.89 0.83 -0.26 1.00 
      Sugar*weight-1  0.87 0.69 0.64 -0.23 0.91 1.00 
     Juice*area-1 0.58 0.90 0.74 -0.02NS 0.91 0.80 1.00 
    Juice*wt-1 0.22 0.38 0.16NS 0.37 0.53 0.64 0.71 1.00 
   Height 0.79 0.66 0.70 -0.43 0.69 0.66 0.54 0.15NS 1.00 
  Grain H.I. -0.66 -0.44 -0.38 0.10NS -0.55 -0.58 -0.41 -0.20 -0.68 1.00 
 Maturity 0.57 0.51 0.58 -0.44 0.49 0.37 0.33 -0.12NS 0.64 -0.50 1.00 
NS Not significant interaction at the 0.05 level. 
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Association Analysis Across All Genotypes 
QTL significance was assessed using q-values (also called false discovery 
rate-adjusted p-values), which represent the expected proportion of false positives 
among all SNP discoveries below a given threshold.  We report all QTLs with q-
values <0.10.  Table 2.6 shows associations across all genotypes.  For all phenotypes 
except height the most significant associations were found at ~51.8 Mb on 
chromosome 6 (Figure 2.3). This region on chromosome 6 has previously been 
reported to contain the Dry Midrib (D) locus that controls whether a sorghum 
genotype has a dry and pithy (D-) or juicy (dd) stem (Hart et al., 2001; Srinivas et al., 
2009; Xu et al., 2000; Hilson, 1916). A previous sweet by grain sorghum biparental 
study (Felderhoff et al., 2012) concluded the D locus controls midrib color but does 
not influence moisture or yield, in strong contrast to the present results.  Our results 
may have differed from those by of Felderhoff et al. (2012) for several reasons.  
First, the previous study utilized a linkage mapping approach to detect QTL within a 
biparental population, and one or both of the parents of the population might 
contain alleles that suppress allelic differences at the D locus. Second, the white 
midrib parent in the biparental study, BTx3197, was acknowledged not to have a 
“true” dry stalk phenotype.  Therefore, the population might not actually be 
segregating for different alleles at the D locus. 
 Several height QTL were reported, including one on chromosome 7 around 
55 Mb.  Dw3, a major dwarfing locus in sorghum, lies at ~58.6 Mb on chromosome 7 
(Thurber et al., 2013) but is unlikely to be responsible for this association, because it 
is several Mb away.  Phenotypic selection for height QTL would be very easy, and 
might be useful if these height QTL co-localized with QTL for sugar-related traits.  
Based on the phenotypic correlations, we hypothesized that brix and height QTL 
might co-localize, but we could not confirm this hypothesis due to an absence of 
significant Brix QTL. Two anthesis QTL were discovered, both on chromosome 1, but 
neither one of them mapped close to a known Maturity (Ma) locus in sorghum.  
However, the QTL found at 52.928 Mb on chromosome 1 is close to an AP2 domain 
gene.  AP2 genes have known functions in floral organ identity and phase transition 
(Moose and Sisco, 1996).
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 Table 2.6. QTLs (q<0.1) for all traits across all genotypes. 
Trait Chromosome Mb N p q (FDR) maf Effect 
Mid Rib 
6 51.801 241 4.24E-10 2.19E-05 0.232 0.505 
6 51.808 241 1.47E-09 3.81E-05 0.228 0.499 
6 51.766 241 3.11E-08 0.001 0.185 0.449 
1 63.473 241 2.01E-06 0.026 0.100 0.394 
6 53.07 241 1.01E-05 0.089 0.226 0.429 
5 8.308 241 1.03E-05 0.089 0.073 0.461 
Wet Wt. 6 51.801 241 1.46E-06 0.075 0.232 -0.522 
Moisture 
6 51.801 241 5.24E-09 2.38E-04 0.232 -0.029 
6 51.808 241 9.25E-09 2.38E-04 0.228 -0.029 
6 53.070 241 2.60E-07 0.004 0.226 -0.031 
6 52.944 241 4.69E-07 0.006 0.129 -0.029 
6 51.766 241 1.92E-06 0.020 0.185 -0.024 
1 53.950 241 9.96E-06 0.086 0.276 0.022 
Sugar*area-1 
6 51.801 241 3.25E-07 0.017 0.232 -29.2 
6 51.808 241 7.88E-07 0.020 0.228 -28.8 
Sugar*weight-1 
6 51.801 241 1.56E-07 0.005 0.232 -4.2 
6 51.808 241 2.10E-07 0.005 0.228 -4.2 
Juice*area-1 
6 51.801 241 3.11E-09 1.60E-04 0.232 -254.7 
6 51.808 241 2.55E-08 6.58E-04 0.228 -243.6 
6 51.766 241 8.18E-07 0.014 0.185 -211.9 
Juice*wt-1 
6 51.801 241 1.28E-09 6.63E-05 0.232 -38.7 
6 51.808 241 8.24E-09 2.12E-04 0.228 -37.5 
6 51.766 241 4.16E-07 0.007 0.185 -32.3 
6 53.070 241 5.44E-06 0.070 0.226 -34.9 
Height 
7 55.130 241 4.47E-10 2.31E-05 0.164 -31.6 
7 55.121 241 1.46E-06 0.038 0.224 -19.4 
7 54.839 241 8.71E-06 0.077 0.218 -20.9 
7 54.791 241 1.02E-05 0.077 0.187 19.6 
7 55.076 241 1.04E-05 0.077 0.224 -17.7 
7 55.158 241 1.04E-05 0.077 0.189 -21.3 
1 4.891 241 7.17E-06 0.077 0.303 -22.3 
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Figure 2.3. GWAS for sugar yield traits. A QTL for midrib color at 51.8 Mb on 
chromosome 6 co-localizes with QTL for all sugar yield traits and matches the 
previously reported location of the D locus. The horizontal dashed line represents 
the Bonferonni-corrected significance threshold (α=0.05). The green midrib allele 
at the D locus is associated with increases in moisture, juice yields, and sugar 
yields. 
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Midrib Phenotype as a Pseudo SNP 
Because the QTL detected at the D locus did not explain all the variation in 
midrib color, we also used the midrib color phenotype itself as a “pseudo-SNP” for 
association analysis (Table 2.7).  For this analysis, average midrib scores were 
rounded to the nearest whole number.  For example, a score of 0.33 was rounded to 
0 and a score of 0.67 was rounded to 1.  Figure 2.4 indicates that the midrib color 
pseudo-SNP is much more significant for all traits than the previous QTL detected at 
the D locus. There are several possible reasons for this: (1) There may not have been 
enough SNPs in our dataset to accurately “tag” the mutation at the D locus; and (2) 
several different mutations could affect midrib color in sorghum. However, simple 
phenotypic selection for the recessive green midrib allele should be effective in 
sweet sorghum breeding programs. 
 
Table 2.7. QTL detected using midrib phenotype as a Pseudo SNP. 
Trait N p q (FDR) Effect 
Midrib 241 5.70E-37 2.94E-32 0.950 
Wet Wt. 241 1.16E-10 6.01E-06 -0.571 
Moisture 241 2.41E-20 1.25E-15 -0.039 
Sugar*area-1 241 7.33E-14 3.79E-09 -35.6 
Sugar*weight-1 241 2.68E-16 1.38E-11 -5.5 
Juice*area-1 241 6.72E-20 3.47E-15 -332.3 
Juice*weight-1 241 2.44E-22 1.26E-17 -53.4 
Grain H.I. 241 3.57E-15 1.84E-10 2.8 
 
Midrib Phenotype Utilized as a Covariate 
The large effects of the QTL(s) at the D locus on chromosome 6 might have 
masked the effects of other QTL in the genome. For this reason, midrib color was 
used as a covariate in a separate association analysis across all genotypes, and  
novel associations with moisture was discovered as a result (Table 2.8). Based on 
the negative correlations between moisture and juice and sugar yields in the GM 
group, the low-moisture allele of this QTL on chromosome 2 would be desirable. 
Novel associations with sugar*weight-1 on chromosomes 3 and 9 were detected 
when using midrib color as a covariate, but they fall slightly below our significant 
threshold (q < 0.1; Table 2.8).  
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Figure 2.4. Addition of the midrib color phenotype as a “pseudo-snp” results in 
associations far more significant than any SNP in the GWAS dataset. 
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   Table 2.8. Novel QTL detected using midrib color as a covariate. 
 
 
Association Analysis in Green Midrib Lines 
A separate QTL analysis was conducted on only the 119 genotypes classified 
as green midrib types in at least 2 of 3 replicates (Table 2.9). Novel QTL were found 
for moisture on chromosome 1 and Grain H.I. on chromosomes 1 and 9. The most 
significant QTL for Grain H.I., at ~56.8 Mb on chromosome 9, lies close to the 
reported location of a major height QTL in sorghum, the uncloned Dw1 locus. 
Further work is necessary to determine whether these QTL represent the same 
locus, and whether the significant correlations observed between height and brix in 
this study result from pleiotropy or linkage. These questions are important because 
one perceived advantage of using sweet sorghum for bioenergy is its capacity to be 
used as a dual-purpose grain/sugar crop.  
 
 
Table 2.9. QTL detected in green midrib lines. 
Trait Chromosome Mb  N p q (FDR) maf Effect 
Moisture 1 11.170 119 3.26E-06 0.149 0.105 0.021 
Grain H.I. 
9 56.857 119 3.01E-07 0.006 0.105 2.3 
9 56.859 119 3.36E-07 0.006 0.092 2.2 
9 56.868 119 3.74E-07 0.006 0.101 2.2 
9 56.715 119 3.98E-06 0.046 0.227 1.9 
9 44.601 119 7.33E-06 0.055 0.193 2.0 
9 56.813 119 8.25E-06 0.055 0.143 1.8 
9 56.842 119 8.43E-06 0.055 0.139 1.9 
1 6.012 119 2.22E-05 0.127 0.088 2.1 
 
 
 
 
Trait Chromosome Mb  N p q (FDR) maf Effect 
Moisture 
2 51.8905 241 4.91E-07 0.025 0.170 -0.021 
2 51.8904 241 2.15E-06 0.055 0.183 -0.019 
Sugar*weight-1 
3 72.729 241 1.30E-05 0.152 0.359 2.1 
9 54.960 241 4.07E-06 0.152 0.224 3.2 
9 54.959 241 1.47E-05 0.152 0.228 3.0 
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Co-localization with QTL Reported in Other Studies 
In this study, association mapping was performed on a diverse group of 
sorghum genotypes assembled from previous association studies (Murray et al., 
2009; Wang et al., 2009), with the remaining diverse genotypes selected from the 
exotic progenitors of the sorghum conversion program (EP lines;Thurber et al., 
2013) on the basis of height and maturity.  Brix associations found at ~5.5 Mb on 
chromosome 1 and at ~57.6 Mb on chromosome 9 in Murray et al., (2009) both lie 
within ~0.5 Mb  of associations detected on chromosomes 1 and 9 for Grain HI in 
the GM lines in this study (Table 2.9).  We did not detect the brix QTL at ~55-57 Mb 
on chromosome 3 reported in previous linkage mapping studies (Felderhoff et al., 
2012; Murray et al., 2008; Natoli et al., 2002), possibly because this QTL is specific to 
the Rio parent common these three studies.  We did discover the association with 
midrib color at the D locus previously reported by Felderhoff et al., (2012), but our 
results contradict their previous conclusions of this study that there is no effect of 
the D locus on moisture content and sugar yield.  
 
Sweet Sorghum Breeding Program 
 Based on results from this study, recommendations can be made for 
improving sugar yield in sweet sorghum breeding programs.  Sweet sorghum 
breeding programs to date have used germplasm mostly of kafir origin with a few 
genotypes from the caudatum race (Ritter et al., 2007).  Other sorghum races 
(guinea and durra) have not been exploited.  Their suitability for sweet sorghum 
production should be examined, as beneficial alleles might be hidden even in white 
midrib genotypes. Our study shows that visual selection for the green midrib 
phenotype will confer higher sugar, juice, and biomass yields.  Green midribs are 
recessive and will be fixed once selected. Selection for green midribs should be 
made early, if possible in the F2 generation, because segregation for midrib color can 
mask the effects of other QTL. 
Our study suggests that selection for Brix alone is not sufficient, and that a 
large number of stalks (>>2) of each genotype should be phenotyped to obtain 
adequate repeatabilities.  Due to the reported importance of genotype by 
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environment interactions for sugar yield in sweet sorghum, the results reported 
here would be greatly bolstered by replication in additional environments, 
preferably in the southern and south-eastern US where sweet sorghum could fit into 
existing, sugarcane-based sugar production schemes. Future studies should assess 
the potential of genomic selection to accelerate genetic gain for sugar yield in elite 
sweet sorghum breeding programs.  
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Chapter 3: Sweet Sorghum B-Line Development  
Summary 
 
Six populations from different sweet sorghum male parents were developed 
and investigated for the recessive rf1 allele and phenotypically selected in an effort 
to create sweet sorghum B-lines.  Two MITEs, (RF1_MITE_5 and RF1_MITE_11) were 
used to detect the recessive rf1 allele, and the rf1 allele was most accurately 
identified using RF1_MITE_11 in Topper 76-6 and Grassl genotypes.  Plants 
phenotypically selected for sugar yield were improved in all populations over the 
Tx623 parent at the F4 generation, and a range of height and maturity was observed 
for all populations as well.  Segregation distortion at the F4 generation favored the 
sweet parent alleles indicating sugar yield is a quantitative trait. Three SNPs at 
58.01 Mb on chromosome 9 lie within a predicted sugar transporter of the major 
facilitator subfamily and several candidate genes also lie within genomic regions 
SbSPS1 ,SbSUS2 and SbINV4. Height QTL identified on chromosomes 7 and 9 likely 
represent the well-known Dw3 and Dw1 loci. The same SNP at 12.88 Mb on 
chromosome 3 was identified as a QTL for both brix and sugar yield by weight, and 
lies within a predicted sugar transporter. 
 
Methods 
 
Population Development 
Six sweet sorghum inbreds (Topper 76-6, M81E, Grassl, Tracy, Georgia Blue 
Ribbon and Brawley) were used to pollinate BTx623, a maintainer line with the 
recessive rf1 allele, during the 2011 summer at the University of Illinois Energy 
Farm in Urbana, Illinois. During the winter of 2011 in Puerta Vallarta, Mexico, F1 
populations were self-pollinated and bulked to create F2 progeny.  Further selection 
and advancement during the 2012-2014 summers were conducted at the EBI 
Energy Farm in Urbana, Illinois. 
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Experimental Design and Agronomic Practices 
Unreplicated trials were grown in 2012-2014 in Urbana, Illinois. In 2014, an 
augmented design was used, with replication of the seven parental lines and two 
Tx623 NILs for the D locus. Row lengths were 26 feet long in 2012 and 10 feet long 
in 2013 and 2014. Irrigation and fertilizer application for the Urbana location were 
performed as described in Chapter 2. 
 
Phenotypic Selection 
An overview of selection is provided in Table 3.1.  During the 2012 summer, 
plant height and maturity were the only selection criteria. Individual F2 plants under 
225 cm tall from the ground to the top of the panicle across all populations were 
self-pollinated on or before the first of September and advanced as individual plant 
rows for the next summer.  In central Illinois it is assumed the first frost comes at 
the beginning of October, and because sorghum matures approximately 30 days 
after anthesis, the first of September was the cutoff date for pollinations. For the 
2013 and 2014 summers, F3 and F4 plant selections for height and maturity were 
consistent with the 2012 summer, and the date of self-pollination for each selection 
was recorded to schedule a harvest date.  
 
Table 3.1. Overview of selection. 
Generation Height Sugar Yield rf1 
F2 individual X ✓ 
F3 individual individual ✓ 
F4 row row pending 
 
During the 2013 summer, selections were made on an individual plant basis. 
Each selected individual was harvested approximately 30 days after flowering by 
cutting just above the soil surface.  Panicles were removed, leaves were stripped and 
individual plant selections were crushed using a mini sugar cane juicer (SC-3 
Sugarcane Juicer, Mulligan Associates Inc.).  Juice was collected and measured in mL, 
and the concentration of soluble solids in the juice was measured in degrees brix 
using a digital refractometer (Atago Pocket Refractometer PAL-1).   
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During the 2014 summer, F4 plant selections were made on a per-row basis.  
Three random F4 plants within each row were pollinated at anthesis and harvested 
when seeds reached maturity.  Approximately 30 days later at harvest, a 1 m section 
of row was cut just above the soil surface, and total plot weight was measured (kg).  
The panicles were then removed, plot vegetative weight was measured (kg), and 
stalks were processed in a three-roller sugar cane mill (SCM-APL-3C, Edwards 
Engineering). Juice and sugar yields were measured as described in Chapter 2. 
 
DNA Extraction and PCR Optimization 
After harvesting of F3 and F4 seed during the 2012-2013 summers 
respectively, five seeds were grown under dark conditions and genomic DNA was 
harvested from 4 etiolated seedlings approximately 3 days after germination using a 
revised CTAB protocol (Mace et al., 2003) and quantified using PicoGreen 
(Invitrogen, NY, USA).  DNA was amplified using primers specific to two miniature 
inverted-repeat transposable elements (MITEs) flanking the RF1 locus in Tx623 
(Table 3.2). 
 
Table 3.2. Rf1-linked markers. 
Name Primer Sequence Location Tm1 
RF1_MITE_5F TAGTTCACCCCGAAAACCAA   chr8_50.16 60.34 
RF1_MITE_5R CCAGCAGCACCGTACTTTTT  chr8_50.16 60.30 
RF1_MITE_11F AGCCTACAAGCCATGCTGAT   chr8_51.09 59.87 
RF1_MITE_11R GACTCGAACTAACGCAAAGGA  chr8_51.09 59.51 
1Melting temperature 
 
For F3 genotypes, touchdown PCR was performed, and thermocycler 
conditions were set under the following conditions: 95ºC 5 m, 10 cycles (95ºC 30s, 
58ºC 30s, 72ºC 1m) 21 cycles (95ºC 30s, 48ºC 30s, 72ºC 1m) 72ºC 5m.  Due to 
inconsistencies in determining the MITE genotypes, primers and thermocycler 
conditions were optimized for F4 genotypes.  F4 genotypes were selected using only 
RF1_MITE_11, and thermocycler conditions were run at a melting temperature of 
54ºC for the entire amplification process. F3 and F4 genotypes were run on a 1% 
agarose gel alongside a 100bp ladder to determine different size alleles.  Genotypes 
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were scored as (0- RF1/RF1, 1- RF1/rf1, 2- rf1/rf1).  Genotypes homozygous or 
heterozygous for the rf1 allele were selected (Figure 3.1). 
 
 
 
SNP Library Construction 
A single 144-plex library was created from 121 F4 genotypes and replicated samples 
of the seven parental lines following methods described in Chapter 1. 
 
GBS Bioinformatics and imputation 
SNP calling from the raw Illumina fastq file was performed using the GBS 
pipeline implemented in TASSEL 3.0 (Glaubitz et al., 2014). All parameters were the 
same as described in Chapters 1 and 2, except that the high LD filter (-hLD) was 
applied, and the minimum taxon and site coverage (-mnTCov and –mnSCov) were 
each set to 0.1. 
  
Statistical Analysis and Linkage Mapping 
F4 plants grown in 2014 that met the height criteria were phenotyped and 
genotyped as described, and statistical analysis was conducted on each phenotype 
using the model Y = mean + block + genotype + error and run using a mixed model 
approach. Both block and genotype were considered random variables, and best 
linear unbiased predictors (BLUPs) were created for each phenotype.  For 
unbalanced experiments with few to zero replications, BLUPs adjust phenotypic 
values closer to the mean with the help of randomly spaced checks within each 
block. Mixed model analysis was completed using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, 
NC). Missing SNP data were imputed using BEAGLE. Linkage analysis was conducted 
in R using the lm() function with family as a covariate. Significance thresholds were 
Figure 3.1. Screening of 2012 F
2
 individuals with RF1_MITE_11. 
   0                   1                                      2 
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determined by permutation. Phenotypic values were permuted 200 times within 
each family separately. 
 
Results and Discussion 
 
F2 Generation 
During the 2012 summer, ~400 F2 individuals were grown from each 
population (2400 total), and 215 F2 plants across the 6 populations were selected 
for height.  The proportion selected for height, shown in (Table 3.3), depicts what 
percentage of genotypes within each population met our height criteria (under 7.5 
feet).  Taller females are problematic for hybrid production, because the breeder is 
consistently making pollinations or harvesting above eye level.  Furthermore, taller 
females are prone to lodging.  By creating shorter female lines, breeders can 
efficiently and quickly cross pollen from the corresponding male line. In 
combination with the female parent, dominant height genes from the male parent 
will produce tall hybrids.  In Topper 76-6, Grassl, and M81E populations, fewer than 
5% of the F2 plants were within the appropriate height range. Topper 76-6, Grassl, 
and M81E are very tall, so this result was expected.   
 
Table 3.3. Selection numbers (intensities) in the F2 and F3 generations. 
  Brawley2 GBR Tracy Top76 Grassl M81E All Plants 
Total F2 400 400 400 400 400 400 2400 
Height 65 (0.16) 81 (0.20) 32 (0.08) 13 (0.03) 10 (0.04) 14 (0.04) 215 (0.09) 
rf1 42 (0.65)  46 (0.57) 17 (0.53) 10 (0.77) 7 (0.70) 10 (0.71) 132 (0.61) 
Total F3 630 690 255 150 105 150 1980 
Height 314 (0.50) 319 (0.46) 159 (0.62) 55 (0.37) 51 (0.49) 82 (0.55) 980 (0.49) 
Sugar Yield 111 (0.35) 97 (0.30) 50 (0.31) 25 (0.46) 21 (0.41) 13 (0.16) 317 (0.32) 
rf1 25 (0.23) 36 (0.37) 9 (0.18) 14 (0.56) 15 (0.71) 7 (0.54) 106 (0.33) 
Overall 0.04 0.05 0.04 0.09 0.14 0.05 0.05 
 
F3 seeds were harvested from F2 genotypes and further selected by 
examining which lines carried the recessive form of the gene, rf1. By pooling tissue 
from F3 seedlings, F2 genotypes were recreated, and homozygous dominant / 
heterozygotes / homozygous recessive genotypes were expected to segregate in a 
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1:2:1 fashion. Two Rf1-linked MITE markers were tested on each population, and 
genotypes were amplified using a touchdown PCR protocol. Segregation ratios were 
determined using a chi-square test, and a P-value > α (0.05) revealed no significant 
differences between observed and expected frequencies (Table 3.4).  
In two circumstances there was no segregation away from the expected 
frequencies: RF1_MITE_5 in Brawley2 genotypes and RF1_MITE_11 in M81E 
genotypes.  For Topper 76-6 and Grassl genotypes, the p-value for RF1_MITE_11 
was slightly under α (0.05) and the p-value for RF1_MITE_5 in Topper76-6 and 
Grassl was lower than RF1_MITE_11, which were most likely due to errors in the 
molecular assay. For this reason, genotypes from both MITE markers were used for 
future selection.  In Genotypes Tracy and Georgia Blue Ribbon, the MITEs were 
either not polymorphic or observed frequencies were highly significantly different 
from expected frequencies.  Distorted segregation ratios were the result of a 
deficiency of heterozygous genotypes for the RF1 gene, and this could have been 
due to several factors.  First, there may have been PCR bias.  Touchdown PCR was 
performed for both MITE markers, and the amplicons linked to dominant Rf1 are 
much smaller (the MITE is absent), so there may have been reduced amplification 
efficiency of the large, MITE-containing allele (rf1).  For this reason, genotypes 
scored as dominant Rf1 may have actually been heterozygotes.  Second, segregation 
ratios may have distorted because not enough F3 individuals were pooled during the 
extraction process.  Extraction errors may have been due to low germination of the 
F3 seedlings or experimental error.  Due to a low number of heterozygotes and in 
order to maintain diversity, genotypes were selected if they were recessive or 
heterozygous at the Rf1 locus. 
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Table 3.4. Chi-square results for F2 genotypes. 
RF1_MITE_5 0 1 2 # of plants X2 p-value 
Brawley2 23 28 14 65 3.73 0.1542 
GBR NP NP NP NP NP NP 
Tracy 15 7 10 32 11.69 0.0029 
Top76 3 2 8 13 10.07 0.0065 
Grassl 3 1 6 10 8.2 0.0166 
M81E 2 2 9 13 13.77 0.001 
RF1_MITE_11 0 1 2 # of plants X2 p-value 
Brawley2 35 15 15 65 36.79  < .0001 
GBR 35 28 18 81 14.85 0.0006 
Tracy NP NP NP NP NP NP 
Top76 7 3 2 12 7.17 0.0278 
Grassl 6 3 1 10 6.6 0.0369 
M81E 4 3 7 14 5.85 0.0535 
NP= not polymorphic 
 
F3 Generation 
During the 2013 summer, total sugar yield was used as a selection criterion 
in addition to height and maturity (Table 3.3). Brix and juice volume were measured 
on individual plants to calculate total sugar yield.  Plants were selected if they were 
within the appropriate height range, flowered before September 1st, and had a 
minimum sugar yield of 8 g. For example, a brix of 12% and a juice volume of 70mL 
yields 8.4 g of sugar.  After surveying and testing the F3 progeny before harvesting, 
we determined the cutoff for brix and juice volume to be appropriate. We observed 
that sugar yields were more dependent on juice volume than brix.  This result is 
evident in sugarcane as well as other sweet sorghum studies (Jackson, 2005; Murray 
et al., 2008). The proportion selected for height was greater than 40% for all 
populations, except for Topper 76-6.  In plants that met the appropriate height 
criteria, the proportion selected for brix and juice volume were all greater than 30% 
except for genotypes within the M81E populations.  This is strange, because M81E is 
historically a well-recognized cultivar within the sorghum breeding industry.  This 
may be due to several things: (1) M81E may not combine well with the Tx623 
parent and (2) there are a low number of M81E F3 rows.  A high proportion of plants 
(>0.4) met selection criteria for brix and juice volume within Topper 76-6 and 
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Grassl populations.  Both cultivars are highly recognized in the sweet sorghum 
industry for very high sugar yields.   
Harvest dates were scheduled for all plants that reached maturity. At ~30 
days after anthesis, sorghum seed reaches “black layer” stage and is considered fully 
mature (Stichler and Livingston, 2003). There were 4 harvest weeks spanning the 
entire month of September (Table 3.5).  The majority of plants selected were found 
in the first two harvest weeks.  Plant numbers declined in the last two harvest 
weeks for several reasons.  First, the Tx623 parent is photoperiod insensitive and 
generally matures in 90 days in most environments, which impacts the maturity of 
our progeny.  Second, later maturing plants were generally taller and did not meet 
our height criterion.  Brix values were consistent for all harvest weeks, but juice 
volume was highly impacted by the maturity of the plant.  Later maturing plants are 
usually bigger with more leaf area, have a larger culm and in some cases were taller 
providing more storage space for the juice.  The extra time for photosynthesis and 
plant growth were highly influential in producing higher juice yields.  Furthermore, 
higher juice yields were characteristic of higher sugar yields simply because more 
sugar is available. 
 
Table 3.5. 2012 harvest week selection averages and standard deviations. 
Harvest Brix% Juice_Vol Sugar # Plants 
Week 1 14.3 + 1.6 102.4 + 27.7 1464.3 + 407.0 143 
Week 2 14.4 + 1.5 117.0 + 32.5 1684.8 + 489.8 130 
Week 3 14.7 + 1.9 147.0 + 49.2 2160.9 + 654.4 37 
Week 4 14.6 + 1.7 147.1 + 36.4 2147.7 + 723.3 7 
 
PCR and extraction protocols were improved after the 2013 summer (F4 
seedlings) and heterozygotes were better identified in 2014.  PCR reactions were set 
to run at a melting temperature of 54ºC for the entire amplification process, and 
amplification of the large allele (rf1) was improved.  Next, more seedlings were 
planted to insure at least 4 seedlings were pooled for DNA extraction.  However, the 
RF1_MITE_5 marker did not amplify in any of the six populations and reasons for 
this issue are currently unknown.  Therefore, only the RF1_MITE_11 genotype was 
used for the populations, and genotypes were again selected if they were 
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homozygous recessive or heterozygous for the rf1 allele.  Based on chi-square values 
from the pooled F3 seedlings we concluded RF1_MITE_11 accurately identified the 
recessive rf1 allele for Grassl, Topper 76-6, and M81E populations. Further testing 
and optimization will be required to find a more reliable rf1-linked marker for 
Brawley2, Georgia Blue Ribbon, and Tracy populations.   
 
F4 Generation 
Pearson correlations between phenotypic BLUPs were calculated for the F4 
genotypes (Table 3.6). Significance of correlations was determined using α=0.05.  
Results for the F4 genotypes were similar to results found for the green midrib lines 
in chapter 2. Sugar*area-1 was most highly correlated with Juice*area-1 and Wet Wt. 
at r = 0.87 and r = 0.93, respectively.  Brix was also highly correlated to Sugar*area-1 
at r=0.82.  Similar to results found in chapter 2, brix is a better predictor when 
selecting more elite genotypes. 
 Height was better correlated to Sugar*area-1 at r = 0.84  than the green 
midrib genotypes (r = 0.69) in chapter 2, indicating that taller female lines will 
produce more sugar.  However, female plants that are too tall will be hard to 
pollinate.  Anthesis was also better correlated to Sugar*area-1 for the F4 genotypes (r 
= 0.61), than the green midrib genotypes (r = 0.49) indicating female lines with later 
anthesis dates will most likely produce hybrids with higher sugar yields.  However, 
early flowering female lines will also be essential for developing hybrids over a 
range of maturities. 
 Negative correlations were again observed for Grain H.I. and all sugar-related 
traits that demonstrate that sweet sorghums have more vegetative material than 
grain.  Brix was moderately negatively correlated to Grain H.I. for the F4 genotypes 
(r = 0.48), but lower than the green midrib genotypes (r = -0.66).  These results 
continue to indicate that there may be some tradeoff between the developing grain 
and sugars stored in the culm. 
 In Figure 3.2, the genetic gain in the F4 generation is compared to the 
parents.  For all populations, Sugar*area-1 for the F4 genotypes was lower than the 
corresponding male sweet parent but improved over the Tx623 parent.  To this 
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point there has been little to no breeding for sweet sorghum female lines, and Tx623 
has been used for hybrid production.  An increase in sugar yield over Tx623 
indicates hybrids could have higher sugar yields using the lines created in our study.  
The F4 genotypes were also taller than Tx623 but shorter than the corresponding 
male parent.  All populations had a common mean at ~200 cm.  The Grassl 
population did have a range outside the 225cm cutoff, and these lines will be 
discarded in the next generation.  Moving forward, selection from the F4 genotypes 
will produce female lines that can easily be pollinated.  The mean anthesis dates 
between the Tx623 parent and the corresponding male parent were higher for all 
populations, except for Top76, which had an earlier mean anthesis date than Tx623.  
However, for all populations, female lines with a range of maturity were developed, 
and hybrids with different maturities can be created from these genotypes. 
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Table 3.6. Phenotypic correlations between BLUPs in the F4 generation. 
NS Not significant interaction at the 0.05 level. 
 
  
Brix 
 
Wet  
Wt. 
Sugar* 
area-1 
Sugar* 
wt-1 
Juice* 
area-1 
Juice* 
wt-1 
Height 
 
Grain  
H.I. 
Anthesis 
 
Brix 1.00 
        Wet Wt. 0.61 1.00 
       Sugar*area-1 0.82 0.93 1.00 
      Sugar*wt-1 0.92 0.72 0.89 1.00 
     Juice*area-1 0.51 0.94 0.87 0.73 1.00 
    Juice*wt-1 0.21 0.41 0.37 0.45 0.57 1.00 
   Height 0.67 0.83 0.84 0.71 0.74 0.31 1.00 
  Grain H.I. -0.48 -0.56 -0.57 -0.50 -0.48 -0.24 -0.53 1.00 
 Anthesis 0.61 0.51 0.61 0.55 0.41 0.06NS 0.52 -0.35 1.00 
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Figure 3.2. Sugar yield, anthesis, and 
height phenotypes in the F4 generation 
relative to the common female parent 
(Tx623; horizontal orange lines) and 
the six different sweet parents 
(horizontal blue lines). 
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Figure 3.3. Segregation distortion in the F4 generation. Horizontal red lines 
indicate the maximum deviation from a frequency of 0.5 expected in the absence 
of selection. Low frequencies indicate selection for the Tx623 allele, and high 
frequencies indicate selection for the “sweet” allele. The vertical black lines 
represent two known loci for which the Tx623 allele has been selected: dw3 
(chr7; ~58.6 Mb) and  rf1 (chr8; ~51 Mb). A. 1026 SNPs segregating in all 6 
families (n=105). B. 4901 SNPs segregating in the two largest families (Brawley 
and GBR; n=60).  
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Table 3.7. QTL detected in the F4 generation.  
 
Segregation distortion 
Chi-square tests for segregation distortion were performed on F4 genotypes. 
Separate analyses were performed on a set of 1026 SNPs segregating in all 6 
families (Figure 3.3 A) and a set of 4901 SNPs segregating in the two largest 
families. Because selection was performed, segregation distortion was expected. 
Much of the genome shows segregation distortion in favor of the sweet 
parent alleles (Figure 3.3), indicating that sugar yield is a quantitative trait. In 
contrast, only a few genomic regions show segregation distortion in favor of the 
Tx623 allele, among them Dw3, Rf1, and the probable location of the Dw1 locus. 
Genomic regions with very strong segregation distortion may contain 
important QTL that will not be detected during linkage analysis. For example, three 
SNPs at 58.01 Mb on chromosome 9 have an alternate (“sweet”) allele frequency of 
1.0 and lie within a predicted sugar transporter of the major facilitator subfamily. 
Several candidate genes from Chapter 1 also lie within genomic regions with an 
alternate allele frequency of at least 0.9:  SbSPS1 (0.95), SbSUS2 (0.9), and SbINV4 
(0.92). 
 
 
 
Trait Chr Mb 
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effect 
Families segregating 
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Height 7 58.56 28 cm 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Height 9 56.58 27 cm 1 1 1 1 1 1 
Brix 3 12.88 1.7% 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Brix 6 5.54 1.7% 1 0 1 1 1 0 
Sugar*area-1 7 1.54 75 g/m2 0 0 1 1 1 0 
Sugar*wt-1 3 12.88 6.2 g/kg 1 0 1 1 1 1 
Stalk weight 5 12.67 0.85 kg 0 1 1 1 1 1 
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QTL detection in F4 families 
Multi-parental linkage mapping was performed in 121 F4 entries from six 
biparental families using family as a covariate, resulting in the detection of six QTL 
with α =0.05 (Table 3.7). Height QTL on chromosomes 7 and 9 likely represent the 
well-known Dw3 and Dw1 loci. The same SNP at 12.88 Mb on chromosome 3 was 
identified as a QTL for both brix and sugar yield by weight, and lies within a 
predicted sugar transporter. All parental lines and F4 entries had green midribs, and  
no significant QTL were detected for juice*wt-1, juice*area-1, or Grain H.I. 
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Conclusions 
 
The genetic origin of sweet sorghum was investigated by projecting 75 sweet 
sorghum cultivars onto a PCA plot constructed with 660 diverse sorghum landraces. 
Results showed that most sweet sorghum cultivars are related to kafirs, with a few 
cultivars related to caudatums. Genetic differentiation between sweet and landrace 
sorghums was investigated by calculating FST and haplotype diversity in sliding 
windows across the sorghum genome. Results were compared against a list of 18 
candidate genes involved in sugar metabolism and sugar transport. Two candidates 
(SbINV1 and SbSPS2) fell within the top 1% of FST intervals, and one candidate 
(SbINV3) fell within the top 1% of haplotype diversity intervals. 
An association mapping study was conducted on a diverse group of sorghum 
genotypes to investigate QTL for sugar-related traits.  Phenotypically, the most 
dramatic difference between the lines was for midrib color.  A correlation analysis 
between all the lines revealed the dominant white midrib negatively affected all 
sugar-related traits, and total plant moisture and the recessive green midrib 
conferred higher sugar, juice, and biomass yields.  Sugar yield was most highly 
influenced by juice yield and plant biomass, although brix was more predictive of 
sugar yield in elite, green midrib sweet sorghum cultivars.  GWAS confirmed a major 
sugar yield QTL on chromosome 6 at ~51.8 Mb, and prior studies have identified 
this region as the D locus.  However, the midrib color phenotype run as a “pseudo 
snp”, was more highly significant than other SNP associations detected in this 
region, suggesting that either: (1) more SNPs are needed to “tag” the QTL, or (2) 
multiple independent mutations give rise to the green midrib phenotype.  
Six populations were developed from crosses of different sweet sorghum 
male parents to Tx623, and were advanced to the F4 generation using marker-
assisted selection for the recessive rf1 allele and phenotypic selection for sugar 
yield, in an effort to create sweet sorghum B-lines. By the F4 generation, sugar yields 
were improved in all populations relative to the Tx623 parent, heights were 
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reduced in all populations relative to the sweet parent, and a ~ 3-week range of 
maturities was maintained.  Genome-wide segregation distortion at the F4 
generation favored the sweet parent alleles, indicating that sugar yield is a highly 
quantitative trait. Genomic regions in which the sweet parent allele was found at a 
frequency of  > 0.9 included three SNPs at 58.01 Mb on chromosome 9 that lie 
within a predicted sugar transporter of the major facilitator subfamily, as well as the 
candidate sugar metabolism genes SbSPS1, SbSUS2, and SbINV4. Height QTL 
identified on chromosomes 7 and 9 likely represent the well-known Dw3 and Dw1 
loci. The same SNP at 12.88 Mb on chromosome 3 was identified as a QTL for both 
brix and sugar yield by weight, and lies within a predicted sugar transporter.  
Together these results indicate that rapid genetic improvement is possible in 
sweet sorghum by increasing diversity, incorporating molecular data into breeding 
programs, and obtaining a more detailed genetic and physiological understanding of 
the QTL underlying sugar yield, including the D locus. 
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Appendix 
 
Table A.1. A list of all genotypes utilized for association mapping. 
ID Taxa a,b Other Namesc Typed Origin  Date Pedigree Reference 
PI 52606 African Kafir MN 2680 L-MN South Africa 1921 
  
PI 181899 
Aleppo  
No. 41 
MN 2983 L-MN Syria 1949 
  
PI 527045 AMM 1051 
 
L/C- NMN Zimbabwe 1985 
  
PI 526905 AMM 721 
 
L/C- NMN Zimbabwe 1985 
  
PI 641807 Atlas 
MN 3, MN 282,  
REG (ASA) 61 
SWTC Texas 1936 
Blackhull Kafir x  
Sourle 
Agron. J, (1936) 
NA Atlas1 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 636763 Atlas bmr-12 CV-136 SWTC Nebraska 2005 Atlas x F220 
(Pedersen  
et al., 2006) 
NSL 4287 Axtel 
 
SWTC Texas 1961 
  
PI 152966 Ayuak MN 1055 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 147224 B. 35 MN 519 L-MN India 1943 
  
PI 651491 Bailey MER. 71-7 SWTC Georgia 1984 Wiley x Tracy 
(Duncan  
et al., 1984) 
PI 641846 Black Amber MN 4513 L-MN Mississippi 1960 
  
PI 642998 Black Spanish 
MN 2711,  
REG (ASA) 68 
SWTC Mississippi 1936 
  
NA Blue Ribbon 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 651494 Brandes MER. 59-1 SWTC Mississippi 1968 
Collier 706-C x  
Grassl 
(Broadhead and 
 Coleman, 1974) 
NSL 4346 Brawley REG (ASA) 109 SWTC Texas 1960 
White Collier x  
Rex 
(Kramer, 1960) 
PI 255239 Caxa MN 4458 L-MN Mexico 1959 
  
PI 656032 CE260-12-1-1 
 
L/C- NMN Senegal-SAP 2009 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 248298 Chinese Amber 
MN 4, MN 234,  
REG (ASA) 45 
SWTC India 1938 
  
PI 19770 Collier MN 258, REG (ASA) 64 L-MN South Africa 1907 
 
(Maunder, 2000) 
NA Colman 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 641809 Colman1 
MN 268, MN 6,  
REG (ASA) 52 
SWTC NA 1936 
Kansas Orange? x  
Early Amber? 
Agron. J, (1936) 
PI 651492 Cowley MER. 75-10 SWTC Texas 1984 Mer. 64-7 
(Kresovich  
et al., 1985) 
NA 
Cunningham  
Atlas  
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI  641886 
Dakota Amber  
Sorgo 
MN 243 L-MN Mississippi 1942 
  
PI 651495 Dale MER. 64-12 SWTC Mississippi 1973 Tracy x MN 960 
(Broadhead and 
 Coleman, 1973) 
PI 586552 Dawantou 
 
L/C- NMN China 1995 
  
PI 566819 Della CV-130 SWTC Virginia 1993 Dale x ATx622 
(Harrison and 
 Miller, 1993) 
NSL 3990 Denton REG (ASA) 65 SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
PI 156463 Dobbs MN 2342 L-MN Tanzania 1946 
  
PI 641815 Early Folger 
MN 9, MN 256,  
REG (ASA) 59 
SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
NA 
Early Hegari-  
Sart  
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 641817 Early Sumac 
MN 10, MN 293,  
REG (ASA) 44 
SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
NA EL-ES 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 667647 Ellis REG (ASA) 94 SWTC Kansas 1936 Leoti x Atlas (Karper, 1949) 
PI 654495 
Extra Early  
Sumac 
MN 291 SWTC Mississippi 1942 
  
PI 157804 
Feteritaa- 
buderega 
MN 2513 L-MN Sudan 1947 
  
PI 641815 Folger REG (ASA) 59 SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 641891 Fremont Sorgo MN 272 L-MN NA 1942 
  
PI 641863 
Georgia Blue  
Ribbon 
MN 47 SWTC NA 1983 
  
PI 154844 Grassl 
MN 1500,  
PRE 1057 
SWTC Uganda 1945 
 
(Kresovich  
et al., 1988) 
PI 641821 Honey Drip MN 313, MN 13 L-MN Mississippi 1938 
  
PI 181080 Honey Sorghum MN 2931 L-MN India 1948 
  
PI 641865 Iceberg MN 49 L-MN Mississippi 1983 
  
PI 641866 Iceberg Orange MN 267 L-MN Mississippi 1942 
  
PI 576130 ICSV 745 
 
L/C- NMN India 1993 
PM 11444 x  
A6250-4-1-1-1 
(Sharma  
et al., 1994) 
PI 144134 Inyangentombi MN 395 L-MN South Africa 1942 
  
PI 145619 Isidomba MN 410 L-MN South Africa 1942 
  
PI 273465 Jerima MN 4561 L-MN Nigeria 1961 
  
PI 180348 Juar MN 2917 L-MN India 1948 
  
PI 253986 K1137 MN 4138 L-MN Syria 1958 
  
PI 154846 Kabiri MN 1502 L-MN Uganda 1946 
  
PI 152694 Kafir Slongi MN 822 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 181083 Kamandri MN 2934 L-MN India 1948 
  
PI 586540 Kansas Collier 
 
SWTC Austrailia 1995 
  
PI 641824 Kansas Orange 
MN 16, MN 266,  
REG (ASA) 51 
SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
PI 195754 Kaoliang MN 3046 L-MN China 1951 
  
PI 653617 Keller MER. 68-2 SWTC Mississippi 1982 Mer. 50-1 x Rio (Broadhead, 1982) 
PI 154944 L31 Emiroit MN 1426 L-MN Uganda 1946 
  
PI 641825 Leoti 
MN 17, MN 250,  
REG (ASA) 58 
SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
PI 653411 M 81E MER. 71-1 SWTC Mississippi 1981 Brawley x Rio 
(Broadhead  
et al., 1981a) 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 152961 Malnal MN 1050 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 145626 Manyoble MN 417 L-MN South Africa 1942 
  
PI 641829 McLean1 
MN 253,  
REG (ASA) 62 
SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
PI 641828 McLean2 MN 19, MN 252 SWTC Mississippi 1938 
  
NA McLean Starchy 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 651327 Mer. 60-2 
 
SWTC Mississippi 1983 Grassl x MN 1056 
 
PI 651430 Mer. 78-2 
 
SWTC Mississippi 1983 Mer. 60-2 x Dale 
 
PI 651490 Mer. 82-23 
 
SWTC Mississippi 1983 MN 4423 x Brandes 
 
PI 152860 Merasi MN 963 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 152733 Merrisa (Bari) MN 861 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 641830 Minnesota Amber 
MN 20,  
REG (ASA) 46 
SWTC Mississippi 1938 Early Amber Agron. J, (1936) 
PI 152971 MN 1060 
 
L-MN Sudan 1945 
 
(Freeman, 1979) 
PI 52606 MN 2680 African Kafir L-MN South Africa 1921 
  
PI 92270 MN 2740 
 
L-MN China 1931 
  
PI 643008 MN 2751 
 
L-MN Mississippi 1983 
  
PI 643016 MN 2761 
 
L-MN Mississippi 1983 
  
PI 167093 MN 2812 
 
L-MN Egypt 1948 
  
PI 170787 MN 2826 
 
L-MN Turkey 1948 
  
PI 175919 MN 2870 
 
L-MN Turkey 1948 
  
PI 654495 MN 291 Extra Early Sumac SWTC Mississippi 1942 
  
PI 195754 MN 3046 Kaoliang L-MN China 1951 
  
PI 196049 MN 3053 
 
L-MN Ethiopia 1951 
  
PI 196586 MN 3083 
 
L-MN India 1951 
  
PI 218112 MN 3382 
 
L-MN Pakistan 1954 
  
PI 641851 MN 35 
 
L-MN Mississippi 1938 
Sumac x  
Blackhull Kafir  
PI 145619 MN 410 Isidomba L-MN South Africa 1942 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 145631 MN 423 
 
L-MN Uganda 1942 
  
PI 250583 MN 4125 
 
L-MN Egypt 1958 
  
PI 251672 MN 4135 
 
L-MN 
Former Serbia  
and Montenegro 
1958 
  
PI 255744 MN 4466 
 
L-MN Turkey 1959 
  
PI 273955 MN 4566 
 
L-MN Ethiopia 1961 
  
PI 586443 MN 818 
 
SWTC Hungary 1993 
  
PI 152694 MN 822 Kafir Slongi L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 656054 N'Tenimissa 
 
L/C- NMN Mali 2009 
  
PI 535785 N100 
 
SWTC Nebraska 1989 Waconia x Wray (Gorz et al., 1990) 
PI 535793 N108 
 
SWTC Nebraska 1989 Saccharum-Sorgo (Gorz et al., 1990) 
PI 535794 N109 
 
SWTC Nebraska 1989 
White Collier x  
Grain Sorghum Line 
(Gorz et al., 1990) 
PI 535795 N110 
 
SWTC Nebraska 1989 Red X (Gorz et al., 1990) 
PI 535796 N111 
 
SWTC Nebraska 1989 Waconia (Gorz et al., 1990) 
PI 535783 N98 
 
SWTC Nebraska 1989 
((AN39 x N4692-Rio) x  
Waconia) x Fremont 
(Gorz et al., 1990) 
PI 535784 N99 
 
SWTC Nebraska 1989 Fremont x Theis (Gorz et al., 1990) 
PI 217691 Nagad El Mur MN 4534 L-MN Sudan 1954 
  
PI 155760 Namuse MN 1973 L-MN Malawi 1946 
  
PI 303658 Nerum Boer MN 4607 L-MN Sudan 1965 
  
PI 196583 No. 1 MN 3080 L-MN Taiwan 1951 
  
PI 196598 No. 18 MN 3095 L-MN Taiwan 1951 
  
PI 257599 NO. 5 Gambela MN 4486 L-MN Ethiopia 1959 
  
PI 257600 NO. 6 Gambela MN 4487 L-MN Ethiopia 1959 
  
PI 157035 Nyagwang No. 56 MN 2501 L-MN Kenya 1946 
  
PI 152751 Nytwal MN 880 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 641832 Orange 
MN 21, MN 265,  
REG (ASA) 50 
SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 641834 Planter 
MN 22, MN 285,  
REG (ASA) 56 
SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
PI 152771 
Rahmetalla  
Gallabat 
MN 889 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 651493 Ramada MER. 65-2 SWTC Mississippi 1980 
(Mer. 45-45 x MN 1056) x  
(MN 1054 x MN 1060) 
(Freeman, 1980) 
NA Rancher1 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 17548 Red Amber MN 24, MN 247 SWTC Austrailia 1905 
Grown from  
Agrost. No. 1696 
Agron. J, (1936) 
PI 641909 Red Losinga MN 1170 L-MN Sudan 1946 
  
PI 643001 
Red Top  
(Sumac) 
MN 2717 SWTC NA 1983 
  
PI 651496 Rio1 MER. 55-1 SWTC Mississippi 1965 Rex x MN 1048 (Broadhead, 1972) 
PI 563295 Rio2 
 
SWTC Maryland 1992 
  
PI 641836 Rox Orange MN 25 SWTC US 1938 
  
NA Rox Orange1 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 154987 S.A.1 MN 1469 L-MN Swaziland 1946 
  
PI 154988 S.A.2 MN 1470 L-MN Swaziland 1946 
  
NA Saccaline 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 641892 Sapling 
MN 273,  
REG (ASA) 55 
SWTC Texas 1936 
 
Agron. J, (1936) 
PI 154750 Serere MN 1306 L-MN Uganda 1946 
  
NA Simon 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 511355 Smith MER. 81-2 SWTC Texas 1987 
MN 4004 x  
Mer. 61-11 
(Kresovich and 
 Broadhead, 1988) 
PI 642992 
Standard Early 
 Hegari 
MN 2689 L-MN NA 1983 
  
PI 197542 Sucre Drome MN 3098 L-MN Algeria 1951 
  
PI 586435 Sugar Drip1 
 
SWTC Hungary 1993 
  
PI 146890 Sugar Drip2 MN 591 L-MN Zaire 1943 
  
PI 641852 Sumac 108 MN 36, MN 300 SWTC Mississippi 1938 Sumac x Blackhull Kafir 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 145632 Tegevini MN 424 L-MN South Africa 1942 
  
NA 
Texas Double  
Sweet  
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 651497 Theis MER. 67-10 SWTC Mississippi 1962 
(Wiley X C.P Special) x  
(MN 1054 x White African  
x MN 660) 
(Broadhead  
et al., 1978) 
PI 583832 Top 76-6 MER. 76-6 SWTC 
U of Georgia 
/Miss. State 
1994 Mer. 60-2 x Brandes 
(Day et al., 
 1995) 
PI 669651 Tracy REG (ASA) 106 SWTC Mississippi 1995 White African x Sumac (Karper, 1955) 
PI 145633 Tugela Ferry MN 425 L-MN South Africa 1942 
  
PI 152828 U.T. 23 MN 1133 L-MN Zaire 1945 
  
NA Umbrella 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 152816 Wad Fur White MN 934 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
NA White African1 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
NA White African2 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
Grif 14964 White Mammoth MN 281 L-MN Mississippi 1942 
  
NA Wiley Sorgo 
 
SWTC NA NA 
  
PI 641915 Williams MN 1357 SWTC Mississippi 1983 
  
PI 653616 Wray 
MER. 69-13,  
REG (ASA) 119 
SWTC Mississippi 1981 
(Mer. 57-1 x  
(Brawley x Rio)) 
(Broadhead  
et al., 1981b) 
PI 152725 PRE 0060 MN 853 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 221608 PRE 0096 
 
L/C- NMN Ghana 1954 
  
PI 229847 PRE 0101 
 
L/C- NMN South Africa 1955 
  
PI 239441 PRE 0103 MN 4056 L-MN South Africa 1957 
  
PI 267369 PRE 0115 
 
L/C- NMN India 1960 
  
PI 267459 PRE 0118 
 
L/C- NMN India 1960 
  
PI 276799 PRE 0144 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1961 
  
PI 276837 PRE 0170 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1961 
  
PI 276839 PRE 0172 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1961 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 291213 PRE 0192 
 
L/C- NMN Jamaica 1963 
  
PI 248308 PRE 0193 
 
L/C- NMN India 1958 
  
PI 248337 PRE 0207 
 
L/C- NMN India 1958 
  
PI 291243 PRE 0216 
 
L/C- NMN Jamaica 1963 
  
PI 152589 PRE 0227 MN 728 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 267367 PRE 0324 
 
L/C- NMN India 1960 
  
PI 149830 PRE 0325 MN 707 L-MN Somalia 1944 
  
PI 660583 PRE 0328 NSL 51817 L/C- NMN Uganda 1966 
  
PI 570728 PRE 0334 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 152750 PRE 0423 MN 879 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
NSL 55698 PRE 0464 
 
L/C- NMN India 1967 
  
PI 643722 PRE 0468 
 
L/C- NMN India 1967 
  
PI 665136 PRE 0471 
 
L/C- NMN India 1967 
  
PI 665144 PRE 0501 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1967 
  
PI 570858 PRE 0502 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 660558 PRE 0532 
 
L/C- NMN Burkina Faso 1966 
  
PI 571004 PRE 0577 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
NSL 55032 PRE 0581 
 
L/C- NMN India 1967 
  
PI 665146 PRE 0584 
 
L/C- NMN NA 
   
PI 152959 PRE 0599 MN 1048 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 665070 PRE 0601 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1966 
  
PI 563028 PRE 0605 
 
L/C- NMN Nigeria 1992 
  
PI 660568 PRE 0614 
 
L/C- NMN Tanzania 1966 
  
PI 660569 PRE 0621 
 
L/C- NMN India 1966 
  
PI 146885 PRE 0623 MN 586 L-MN Zaire 1943 
  
PI 660629 PRE 0624 
 
L/C- NMN India 1992 
  
PI 660574 PRE 0625 
 
L/C- NMN Japan 1966 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 664953 PRE 0626 
 
L/C- NMN Japan 1966 
  
PI 660573 PRE 0628 
 
L/C- NMN South Africa 1966 
  
PI 660572 PRE 0630 
 
L/C- NMN Zambia 1966 
  
PI 660575 PRE 0639 
 
L/C- NMN Uganda 1966 
  
PI 660576 PRE 0641 
 
L/C- NMN Uganda 1966 
  
PI 660578 PRE 0645 
 
L/C- NMN Uganda 1966 
  
PI 239439 PRE 0653 
 
L/C- NMN South Africa 1957 
  
PI 267495 PRE 0672 MN 4592 L-MN India 1960 
  
PI 152736 PRE 0683 MN 864 L-MN Kenya 1945 
  
PI 570721 PRE 0687 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 563065 PRE 0695 
 
L/C- NMN Tanzania 1992 
  
PI 570764 PRE 0701 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 570802 PRE 0702 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 217837 PRE 0706 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1954 
  
PI 665157 PRE 0707 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1992 
  
PI 660591 PRE 0708 
 
L/C- NMN Uganda 1966 
  
PI 665102 PRE 0712 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1966 
  
PI 660589 PRE 0720 
 
L/C- NMN Kenya 1966 
  
PI 660586 PRE 0725 
 
L/C- NMN Japan 1966 
  
PI 152710 PRE 0734 MN 838 L-MN Sudan 1945 
  
PI 570950 PRE 0736 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 570752 PRE 0738 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 570731 PRE 0748 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 660619 PRE 0755 
 
L/C- NMN USA 1967 
  
PI 570952 PRE 0756 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 217694 PRE 0760 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1954 
  
PI 267478 PRE 0797 
 
L/C- NMN India 1960 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 570994 PRE 0798 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
PI 647748 PRE 0805 
 
L/C- NMN Uganda 1967 
  
PI 562839 PRE 0837 
 
L/C- NMN India 1992 
  
PI 665158 PRE 0842 
 
L/C- NMN India 1992 
  
NSL 54725 PRE 0852 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1968 
  
NSL 55350 PRE 0865 
 
L/C- NMN India 1967 
  
PI 664961 PRE 0875 
 
L/C- NMN India 1967 
  
PI 664960 PRE 0888 
 
L/C- NMN India 1967 
  
PI 660610 PRE 0910 
 
L/C- NMN India 1967 
  
NSL 55671 PRE 0919 
 
L/C- NMN India 1967 
  
PI 660570 PRE 0949 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1966 
  
PI 330869 PRE 0979 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1968 
  
PI 330872 PRE 0982 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1968 
  
PI 660624 PRE 0998 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1993 
  
PI 329814 PRE 1017 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1967 
  
PI 152967 PRE 1055 MN 1056 SWTC Sudan 1945 
 
(Freeman, 1979) 
PI 154844 PRE 1057 
Grassl,  
MN 1500 
SWTC Uganda 1945 
 
(Kresovich  
et al., 1988) 
PI 660633 PRE 1077 
 
L/C- NMN Nigeria 1992 
  
PI 330094 PRE 1154 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1967 
  
PI 330212 PRE 1158 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1967 
  
PI 660623 PRE 1201 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1993 
  
PI 660621 PRE 1205 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1979 
  
PI 660567 PRE 1214 
 
L/C- NMN NA 1966 
  
NA PRE 1218 
 
L/C- NMN NA NA 
  
PI 660637 PRE 1271 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1992 
  
NSL 365743 PRE 1305 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1992 
  
PI 665169 PRE 1318 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1992 
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Table A.1. (cont.) 
PI 660638 PRE 1319 
 
L/C- NMN Ethiopia 1992 
  
PI 660639 PRE 1320 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1992 
  
PI 660642 PRE 1328 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1992 
  
PI 665171 PRE 1345 
 
L/C- NMN Mali 1992 
  
PI 608864 PRE 1426 
 
L/C- NMN Mali 1997 
  
PI 660626 PRE 1484 
 
L/C- NMN Somalia 1993 
  
PI 660627 PRE 1489 
 
L/C- NMN Somalia 1993 
  
PI 569903 PRE 1552 
 
L/C- NMN Sudan 1993 
  
a Entries with multiple derivations had a (1) or (2) as a superscript above the name. 
b Entries with a (PRE) designation denote the exotic progenitors of the SC lines. and is specific to our program. 
c Other names for certain genotypes which may be used in other breeding programs. 
d SWTC- Sweet Cultivar; L-MN- Landrace with a MN designation; L/C-NMN- Landrace/cultivar with a non-MN designation. 
